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Abstract 
This thesis examines a wide collection of frequency assignment problems. 
One of the largest topics in this thesis is that of L(2,1)-labellings of outerplanar graphs. 
The main result in this topic is the fact that there exists a polynomial time algorithm to 
determine the minimum L(2,1)-span for an outerplanar graph. This result generalises the 
analogous result for trees, solves a stated open problem and complements the fact that 
the problem is NP-complete for planar graphs. We furthermore give best possible bounds 
on the minimum L(2,1)-span and the cyclic-L(2,1)-span in outerplanar graphs, when the 
maximum degree is at least eight. 
We also give polynomial time algorithms for solving the standard constraint matrix 
problem for several classes of graphs, such as chains of triangles, the wheel and a larger 
class of graphs containing the wheel. 
We furthermore introduce the concept of one-close-neighbour problems, which have 
some practical applications. We prove optimal results for bipartite graphs, odd cycles and 
complete multipartite graphs. 
Finally we evaluate different algorithms for the frequency assignment problem, using 
domination analysis. We compute bounds for the domination number of some heuristics 
for both the fixed spectrum version of the frequency assignment problem and the minimum 
span frequency assignment problem. Our results show that the standard greedy algorithm 
does not perform well, compared to some slightly more advanced algorithms, which is 
what we would expect. 
In this thesis we furthermore give some background and motivation for the topics being 
investigated, as well as mentioning several open problems. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis studies a collection of problems based on variations of the frequency 
assignment problem. 
The radio spectrum is a limited resource which is required for both new and ex- 
panding radio services. This makes the allocation of spectrum increasingly difficult 
and important. Although different radio services differ significantly in their speci- 
fications, most services have a common requirement that discrete radio frequencies 
are assigned to users. The frequency assignment problem is concerned with assign- 
ing frequencies in as efficient a way as possible, while guaranteeing a specified level 
of service. Given the world-wide demand for radio frequencies for voice, as well as 
data communication, there has been tremendous interest in this problem over the 
last few years. 
In a model for mobile radio services the infrastructure is fixed and the area 
being served is divided into a number of cells each of which has its own transmitter, 
the location of which is predetermined. The spectrum is divided into a number 
of discrete frequencies. Each transmitter is allocated a number of frequencies in 
order to serve the users in its cell. If closely situated transmitters operate on similar 
frequencies, the users in the corresponding cells may not receive a signal of sufficient 
quality. Therefore the frequencies on which neighbouring transmitters can operate 
are constrained. The objective is to minimise the amount of resource used in an 
assignment. This may be the number of different frequencies but more often it is 
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the span of the assignment, that is the difference between the highest and lowest 
frequencies used. 
Of the alternative mathematical formulations of these problems, the most natural 
one uses graph theory with vertices representing transmitters and edges joining 
pairs of transmitters which are constrained. Weights on the edges give the required 
separation of frequencies assigned to the corresponding transmitters and weights on 
the vertices give the demand for frequencies at each transmitter. Thus the problems 
become generalisations of the well-known graph colouring problem and many results 
from this area have been used in frequency assignment. It is straightforward to show 
that even in very restricted cases, to solve the problems exactly is computationally 
intractable. 
We begin by giving some notation and definitions on graphs and graph colour- 
ing. Since some of our results are concerned with complexity we also give a brief 
introduction in Chapter 2. We then move on to give some background knowledge 
and definitions of the frequency assignment problem. There are two main types of 
frequency assignment problems, namely the fixed spectrum version and the mini- 
mum span frequency assignment problem. We mainly study the minimum span, 
except in Chapter 6 where we also give results for the fixed spectrum version. 
In Chapter 3 we study the most general frequency assignment problems, the 
constraint matrix problems. First we give a definition and then spend some time 
on known results to give a flavour of the variety and complexity of these problems. 
For instance a great deal of work has been done investigating the complexity of 
constraint matrix problems on graphs of bounded treewidth. It is known that for 
any fixed k>3 computing the minimum span for a constraint matrix problem 
based on graphs of treewidth at most k is an NP-hard problem. The complexity 
when k=2 is open. We make some progress towards resolving this by solving 
the minimum span problem for constraint matrix problems on different types of 
underlying graphs using a dynamic programming approach. 
In Chapter 4 we introduce the cyclic channel metric and again start off by giving 
definitions and introducing some known results. In section 4.3 we modify a known 
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result using the cyclic channel metric and therefore give an upper bound on the 
span of a constraint matrix problem. The last section introduces the one-close 
neighbour problem which attempts to resolve one of the inaccuracies of our model 
of interference and has an attractive formulation. We give bounds for the one-close- 
neighbour problem on different types of underlying graphs, such as the odd cycle 
and the complete graph. 
The next chapter, Chapter 5, studies a variation of the frequency assignment 
problem, the L(2,1)-labelling. The main idea is that transmitters that are close to 
each other should not receive the same frequency and transmitters that are "very" 
close to each other should have frequencies at least two apart. The L(2,1)-labelling 
was first discussed in 1988 by Roberts and Griggs in [20] and is one of the most 
studied mathematical problem motivated by frequency assignment. We describe 
the polynomial time algorithm, developed by Chang and Kuo [14] that finds an 
optimal L(2,1)-labelling of trees. This is important for us as the techniques used 
in the proof as well as the result itself forms the basis for the main result in this 
chapter. Since this result first appeared, a great deal of effort has been spent in 
trying to determine whether a similar result can be achieved for either graphs of 
bounded treewidth or series-parallel networks (graphs with tree-width at most two). 
The motivation of our main result stems from this and also a paper by Calamoneri 
and Petreschi [13], where they consider a subclass of series-parallel networks, namely 
outerplanar graphs. The authors give an upper bound for the optimal L(2,1)-span 
when G is outerplanar. In Section 5.4 we state their results, illustrate why there 
are some problems with their bound and give an analogous result using the cyclic 
channel metric. In the last section we introduce a polynomial time algorithm to find 
both the cyclic and non-cyclic L(2,1)-span for outerplanar graphs. This section is 
joint work with Steve Noble and Anders Yeo. 
Chapter 6 focuses on a different aspect of graph theory. We introduce the dom- 
ination number of an algorithm, which is a measure of the quality of a heuristic. 
Domination analysis was first studied in context with the travelling salesman prob- 
lem (see [19]) and we adapted these ideas and implemented them for both the fixed 
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spectrum and minimum span versions of the frequency assignment problem. We 
begin with a survey of results on domination analysis before we then give bounds 
for the domination number of two greedy heuristics for the fixed spectrum version. 
These results are based on [35]. The final section in this chapter introduces a greedy 
algorithm that essentially produces a solution to the minimum span frequency as- 
signment problem by producing an ordering of the vertices. We then give an upper 
bound on the domination number of this algorithm. 
In Chapter 7 we give a brief conclusion and restate some open problems. 
As an appendix we present a table of notation used throughout this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Graphs, Graph Colouring, 
Complexity and Frequency 
Assignment Problem 
In this chapter we will mainly give definitions and notation that are used throughout 
this thesis. The first section covers some basic graph theoretical notation, basic 
results for graph colouring and we will introduce the cyclic channel metric. In the 
next section we will give some motivation for the frequency assignment problem and 
how it is connected to graph theory. 
2.1 Graphs and graph colouring 
We assume that the reader has a knowledge of basic graph theory and refer the 
reader to [5], [53] or [54]. All of our problems involve simple, connected graphs G 
with no loops or multiple edges. We use the standard notation G= (V, E), where 
V denotes the set of vertices and E denotes the set of edges. We will usually denote 
IVI by n. Sometimes we use the notation V(G) (E(G)) when we talk about the 
vertex set (edge set) of a graph G. 
The set of vertices that are adjacent to vertex v is called the neighbourhood of 
v and is denoted by N(v). The closed neighborhood of v is denoted by N[v] and is 
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given by N[v] = N(v) U {v}. 
A digraph or directed graph D consists of a vertex set V(D) and an arc set A(D), 
where A(D) is a finite set of ordered pairs of elements of V(D). If (v, w) E A(D), 
then we say that there is an arc from v to w and also denote this by v -4 w. 
Given an undirected graph G, an acyclic orientation of G is a digraph formed 
from G by replacing each undirected edge {v, w} by one of the two arcs (v, w) or 
(w, v) in such a way that no directed cycles are formed. We will use the notation 
(G, w) to denote the digraph formed from G by applying the acyclic orientation w. 
When G is a complete graph then we may think of w as being a total ordering on 
the vertices of G. 
The length of a path for an orientation of a weighted graph is the sum of all 
weights of edges that are lying on that directed path. 
A subgraph H= (V', E') of a graph G= (V, E) is a graph with VCV and 
E' C E. H is a proper subgraph of G if E' # E. A subdigraph is defined similarly. 
The degree of a vertex v in a graph G is denoted by dG(v) or just d(u). The 
maximum and minimum degrees of a graph G are denoted by A(G) and S(G) re- 
spectively. 
A graph is planar if it can be drawn in a plane without edges crossing. 
A graph G is called outerplanar if there exists a plane drawing of G where all 
the vertices lie on the outermost face. 
A graph G is 1-partite if the vertex set V (G) may be partitioned into disjoint 
subsets Al (G), A2(G), ... , A, 
(G) and for each edge e the endpoints of e lie in different 
subsets. The sets A, (G), A2 (G), ... , A, 
(G) are called the partite sets of G. 
An l-partite graph G, with partite sets Al, A27 ... , Al is a complete multipartite 
graph if for every i, j with 1<i<j<1, each vertex in the partite set Ai is joined 
to each vertex in the set A, by exactly one edge. A bipartite graph is a 2-partite 
graph. A k-nearly bipartite graph is a graph G from which it is possible to obtain a 
bipartite graph by deleting at most k vertices and their incident edges. 
We denote by r xi the smallest integer q such that q>x, and by Lx J the largest 
integer q such that q<x. 
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Given a set E' of edges, G\E' denotes the graph formed from G by deleting all 
the edges in E'. The contraction of a set E' of edges is of G is denoted by G/E'. 
H is a minor of G if it can be obtained from G by deleting and contracting edges 
and deleting vertices. A graph G: A is said to be induced by A, a set of vertices, 
if the graph has vertex set A and edge set consisting of those edges of G with both 
endpoints in A. 
Let G= (V, E) be a graph. A vertex colouring of G is a mapping f: V -+ 
{0,1'... 
,k- 1} such that if v and w are adjacent then f (v) 0f 
(w). The chromatic 
number X(G) of G, denotes the smallest possible value of k for which there exists a 
vertex colouring. 
2.2 Complexity 
We will only give a brief explanation of the main definitions on complexity. We refer 
the reader to [18] or [43] for more information. 
Let f: 7L+ -+ Z+. Then the following notation is defined . 
1. The set of all functions which are eventually dominated by a constant multiple 
of f is called O(f (n)). More formally, 
O(f (n)) = {g : Z'-+ Z 2c, N, Vi > N, 9(i) < cf (i)}. 
2. The set of all functions which eventually dominate a positive constant multiple 
of f is called St(f (n)). More formally, 
S2(f (n)) = {g : Z+ -+ Z1 aN, c>0, 'Ii > N, g(i) > cf (i)}. 
I We say that a function g(n) has order f (n) if it dominates and is dominated 
by f (n). The set of functions of order f (n) is called 0(f (n)). More formally, 
e(f (n)) = O(f (n)) n IZ(f (n)). 
We say that an algorithm A runs in polynomial time if there is a polynomial p 
such that for any input of size n the number of operations of A is at most p(n). 
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Even though O(f (n)) stricly speaking is a set of functions, we will also use it to 
denote an order (for example g is at most O(f (n)), or gE O(f (n)), means that g is 
bounded from above by a constant times f (n))). 
Formal complexity theory is largely concerned with decision problems. To de- 
scribe these, we first need a couple of preliminary defintions. An alphabet is a finite 
set of symbols. The set of all finite strings over an alphabet E is denoted by E*. A 
language over an alphabet E is a subset of E*. A problem is a decision problem if it 
is equivalent to determining whether an input x is a member of a language L. For 
a discussion of what is meant by equivalent see [18]. 
The complexity class NP is defined as follows. A language L over alphabet E 
belongs to the complexity class NP if there is a constant c and a binary relation A 
computable in polynomial time such that 
L= {x E E' : there exists y with jyj E O(Ix(c) such that A(x, y)}. 
We abuse our notation slightly by saying that decision problems corresponding 
to languages in P (NP) are members of P (NP). 
Informally a decision problem is a member of NP if and only if there is an 
algorithm that will verify that the answer is YES, if it is so, in polynomial time, but 
will never say YES when the answer should be NO. 
An important concept is that of reduction between two languages. If L1, L2 
are languages over alphabets E1, E2 we say that L1 is polynomially reducible to L2, 
which we denote by L1 < L2, if there exists a polynomial time computable function 
f: Ei -4 E2 such that 
xELltý f(x)EL2. 
The hardest problems in NP are the NP-complete problems. A language L is 
NP complete if 
1. LENPand 
2. For every L' E NP, L' < L. 
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A similar notion of hardness exists for problems other than decision problems. 
To explain this we first need to define an apparently weaker form of reduction. 
We say that a problem 7r1 is Turing reducible to a problem 72, denoted by 
71 <T 72 if there is an algorithm to solve 7rl that runs in polynomial time providing 
it has access to an oracle for ire, that is a subroutine that will solve an instance of 
7r2 in unit time. 
A problem ir1 is said to be NP-hard if for all LE NP, we have L <T 7r1. Any 
NP-complete problem is NP-hard. 
2.3 Frequency assignment problem 
The frequency assignment problem has been well studied in many publications for 
example [12,17,34,36,42]. See [1,39) for good and comprehensive surveys. 
Wireless communication plays an important role both in civil and military ap- 
plications. In order to establish a connection, a transmitter and a corresponding 
receiver have to be tuned (assigned) to the same frequency. The frequency as- 
signment problem therefore deals with the tuning of several wireless connections. 
Naturally, depending on the location of the sender and receiver and the frequency 
they are tuned to, interference is likely to occur. Since the spectrum of frequencies is 
a limited resource, it has become important to assign the frequencies in an optimum 
or near-optimum manner, that is use as small a range of frequencies as possible in 
such a way that the interference is kept as small as possible. 
In practise, there are two main types of frequency assignment problems that 
occur: the minimum span frequency assignment and the fixed spectrum frequency 
assignment (also sometimes called the minimum interference problem). 
We mainly study variations of the minimum span frequency assignment problem. 
The transmitters are assigned with frequencies out of a range of discrete frequencies 
{0,1, ..., Q- 1}. 
The value v is known as the span. 
In order to model interference we apply constraints to the frequencies assigned 
to sets of transmitters. We will only consider constraints applied to pairs of trans- 
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mitters. All these constraints are represented in a constraint matrix C= (c2) where 
for all i, j the frequencies f; and fj assigned to transmitters i, j respectively must 
satisfy I f; - f, I>c;,. 
The simplest interference model is based solely on the assumptions that the 
constraint between two transmitters depends on the geographical distance between 
them and that the constraints are monotonically decreasing as distance increases. 
More specifically, there exist constants t1 ,-.. , tk with t1 > t2 > ... 
> tk such that 
I f; - fjI >t if d; 3 < t1 where 1=1,... ,k and 
d; 3 is the distance between transmitters 
i and j. Defining the constraints in that way are called distance-based constraints. 
We can also define the constraints in a slightly different way, to give frequency-based 
constraints. Here we have a set of integers k1, ... , 
k,,, with kl > k2 > ... > 
km 
such that c;; = kd; j . 
Note that for any set of distance-based constraints there is an 
equivalent set of frequency-based constraints. In this thesis we mainly study the 
distance-based constraints. 
The minimum span FAP is finding the minimum value of a for which there exists 
a frequency assignment in which no interference occurs at all. 
In Section 6.3 we study the second model, the fixed spectrum problem. Here the 
transmitters are assigned with frequencies out of a fixed range of o, channels, 0,1, 
..., Q-1. 
Due to the given fixed span of frequencies (which is usually not big enough) it 
is almost always the case that in any assignment some interference does occur. 
For various reasons there can be the situation where a particular constraint 
between say transmitters i and j must not be broken. In order to take this matter 
into account, weight wig is put on constraint c, . 
The weights are intended to reflect 
the importance of the constraints. Often all constraints are equally important and 
all weights are equal to one. 
Depending on whether weights are applied to constraints or not, the objective is 
to minimize the number of constraints broken or to minimize the sum of weights of 
constraints broken, respectively. Given an assignment f we denote its cost c(f) as 
the sum of weights of constraints broken. 
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The fixed spectrum version of the problem is arguably the more important be- 
cause, in practice, regulators assign blocks of channels to particular operators or 
companies and later the actual assignments are made using frequencies from the 
given blocks. 
Both the problems are modelled using a graph with a vertex for each transmitter 
and an edge between pairs of transmitters that are constrained. From now on we 
will use a mixture of graph theoretic and radio frequency terminology depending on 
which seems more appropriate at the time. 
Chapter 3 
Constraint Matrix Problems 
Constraint matrix problems are the most general minimum span frequency assign- 
ment problems in which we consider only interference between pairs of transmitters. 
We are given a matrix C with non-negative integers c,, which denote the min- 
imum channel separation between the frequencies assigned to transmitters i and 
. 1" 
To express the problem in graph theoretic terminology, we construct an edge- 
weighted graph G= (V, E) where each vertex v represents a transmitter and an edge 
between two vertices represents potential interference. The weight cij on the edge 
between v; and vi is the necessary channel separation in order to avoid interference. 
Sometimes it is convenient to take G to be the complete graph Ii,,, in which case pairs 
of transmitters where there is no constraint are joined by an edge with weight 0. At 
other times G contains precisely those edges corresponding to pairs of transmitters 
for which the frequencies to be assigned are constrained. In this case we refer to G 
as the underlying graph of the constraint matrix problem. 
A frequency assignment with span or is a function f: V -4 {0,1, ... ,Q- 
1}. A 
frequency assignment is feasible, if for all i, j, If (v=) -f (v3) I> cif. 
The minimum span of a constraint matrix problem is the minimum value of o 
for which there exists a feasible frequency assignment with span v. 
If all the constraints are zero or one, then the minimum span is equal to the 
chromatic number of the underlying graph. This shows that the minimum span 
13 
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problem is NP-hard. However we shall see that the addition of weights other than 
one makes the constraint matrix problem considerably more difficult than finding 
the chromatic number. 
In this chapter we will first introduce some known results for the constraint 
matrix problems and then use a connection between constraint matrix problems 
and acyclic orientations of a graph to find the minimum span for constraint matrix 
problems corresponding to various classes of graph. 
3.1 General results 
Determining whether for a given constant a>3 the minimum span of a constraint 
matrix problem is at most v is NP-complete. 
To see this recall that the minimum span of a constraint matrix problem in 
which all the weights on edges axe equal to zero or one corresponds to the chromatic 
number of the underlying graph. For any c>3 determining whether the chromatic 
number of a graph is at most c is well-known to be NP-complete. 
In [41] the authors give some results on the minimum span for the constraint 
matrix problem for different types of underlying graph. We abuse our notation 
somewhat by referring to the span of a graph G where we really mean the span of 
a constraint matrix problem with underlying graph G. 
Denote the maximum constraint that occurs in G by Cmaz and 
dm;,, = min {c3 + cjk I {v;, vj}, {vj, vk} E E(G)}. 
Just as bipartite graphs are, in some sense, the simplest graphs to colour, it 
is also easy to compute the minimum span for the constraint matrix problem of 
bipartite graphs. 
Theorem 3.1.1 The minimum span for a bipartite graph G is cmax + 1. 
Proof: By assigning every vertex of one partite set with f (u) =0 and every 
vertex of the second partite set with f (v) = Cmax, we get a feasible assignment with 
span Crflax + 1.11 
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Recall, a 1-nearly bipartite graph is a graph G for which there exists a vertex v 
such that G-v is bipartite. Colouring a 1-nearly bipartite graph is easy because it 
is clear that at most three colours suffice. In view of this, it is perhaps surprising, 
that the constraint matrix problem becomes hard for these graphs. 
Theorem 3.1.2 [41] Given a constraint matrix problem for a 1-nearly bipartite 
graph G and an integer m, deciding whether the minimum span of G is at most m 
is NP-complete. 
It is easy to find the minimum span for odd cycles. 
Theorem 3.1.3 The minimum span for an odd cycle CZ+1 is max {cmax, Imin} + 1" 
One well-studied class of graphs for which many NP-hard problems become 
solvable in polynomial and often linear time, is the class of graphs with bounded 
treewidth. These were introduced by Robertson and Seymour in their work on graph 
minors, see [47] and [48]. A good survey is [9]. 
Definition 3.1.4 [10] A tree decomposition of a graph G= (V, E) is a pair (X, T) 
with T= (I, F) a tree, and X= {X; IiE Il a family of subsets of V, one for each 
node of T, such that 
0 Uiv Xi = V; 
" for all edges {v, w} EE there exists an iEI with vEX; and wEX;; 
" for all i, j, kEI: if j is on the path from i to kin T, then X; fl Xk g X. 
The width of a tree decomposition ((I, F), {X; liE I}) is max; EiIXi I-1. 
Definition 3.1.5 The treewidth of a graph G is the minimum width over all tree 
decompositions of G. 
Given a graph G and an integer k, deciding whether the treewidth of G is at 
most k is NP-complete [4], however for fixed k, recognising graphs with treewidth 
at most k can be solved in linear time [8]. 
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Furthermore for any fixed k the chromatic number of a graph with treewidth at 
most k can be found in polynomial time, see [3]. A similar result for the constraint 
matrix problem is unlikely to be true. Before we make this statement more precise 
we first give a careful definition of the problem. 
Problem 3.1.6 Constraint matrix for treewidth k (CMk) 
Input: A constraint matrix with the underlying graph having treewidth at most 
k, integer m. 
Question: Is the span at most m? 
The following theorem is from [41]. 
Theorem 3.1.7 For all k>3, CMk is NP-complete. 
Consequently, unless P= NP, there is no polynomial time algorithm for the 
constraint matrix problem for graphs of bounded treewidth at least three. 
Graphs of treewidth one are just trees so using Theorem 3.1.1, C1 is in P. 
The complexity of CM2 is open. We take a small step to resolve this question in 
Section 3.2 where we consider graphs that we call chains of triangles. 
One natural question worth considering is whether knowing the chromatic num- 
ber of a graph and a corresponding colouring achieving the chromatic number helps 
in solving the constraint matrix problem. More precisely we wish to consider the 
complexity of the following problem for each k. 
Given an instance of a constraint matrix problem as a graph G with chromatic 
number equal to k, a k-colouring of C and an integer m, determine whether o<m. 
We study this problem by considering graphs of bounded treewidth and by mak- 
ing use of the following problem. 
Problem 3.1.8 Constraint matrix for treewidth k with colouring (CMCk) 
Input: A constraint matrix with the underlying graph having treewidth equal to 
k, integer m and a (k + l)-colouring of G. 
Question: Is the span at most m? 
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To study this problem we first consider the chromatic number of graphs of 
treewidth k. We will show that a graph with treewidth k has chromatic number at 
most k+1 but first we need a definition and two more lemmas. 
Definition 3.1.9 If x(G) =k but X(H) <k for every proper subgraph H of G, 
then G is k-critical. 
Lemma 3.1.10 If H is connected and k-critical, then b(H) >k-1. 
Proof: Suppose for contradiction that 8(H) <k-1. Let v be a vertex of degree 
b(H) and let u be a neighbour of v. Since H is k-critical x(H - {u, v}) =k-1. 
Hence the graph formed from H by deleting v is k -1 colourable. Since d(v) < lc -1 
we see that H is k-1 colourable giving a contradiction. 11 
Lemma 3.1.11 [51] If G is connected then X(G) < maxS(H) +1 where H runs if 
over all connected subgraphs of G. 
Proof: Let k= X(G) and let H' be a connected k-critical subgraph of G. Clearly 
H' exists since if we keep successively deleting edges of G in such a way that the 
chromatic number does not decrease and we never disconnect the graph except to 
create isolated vertices then eventually we must reach a k-critical graph. Then by 
Lemma 3.1.10, x(G) -1< S(H') < maxS(H), where H runs over all connected -H 
subgraphs of G. El 
Theorem 3.1.12 If a graph G has treewidth k, then X(G) <k+1. 
Proof: Suppose G has treewidth k. We may assume that G is connected. By 
Lemma 3.1.11, it suffices to show that max 5(H) <k where H runs over all connected H 
subgraphs of G. We prove this by induction on IVI. 
Consider a tree decomposition (X, T) of G with treewidth k. 
Let 1 be a leaf of T and let 1' be its neighbour in T. If X, C Xvv then we may 
delete 1 from T and remove Xi from X, and still have a tree decomposition of G. 
Therefore we may assume that we have a tree decomposition with a leaf l having 
neighbour 1' such that Xi\XI1 0 fö. 
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Let vEX, \Xi, then v is not contained in any other node X;, otherwise the third 
property of the Definition 3.1.4 would be violated. Recall that the width of a tree 
decomposition ((I, F), {X1I iE I}) is maxiEJIXl l -1. This gives us that IX1I < k+ 1, 
and so v has degree at most k in any subgraph H of G. Hence any connected 
subgraph H of G either contains v giving 6(H) <k or is a subgraph of G-v in 
which case the result follows by induction. Q 
We use these results to prove the following. 
Theorem 3.1.13 For k>3, CMCk is NP-complete. 
Proof: Clearly CMCk is a member of NP. We show it is NP-complete by 
making a reduction from CMk. 
Given an instance (G, mo) of CMk where G is a weighted graph with treewidth 
at most k and mo > 2, we form an instance of CMCk. We form H from G by adding 
a disjoint copy of Kk+l. An edge {v;, v3} of H has weight (k + 2)c; 3 if {v;, v1} is an 
edge of G. Otherwise if {v;, v1} is an edge in the copy of Kk+1 it receives weight 1. 
By Theorem 3.1.12 we know that x(H) <k+1. Furthermore ak+1 colouring 
of H can be constructed in linear time since H has treewidth at most k. Note that 
Q(G) < mo if and only if a(H) < (k + 2)(mo - 1) + 1. Since the reduction can be 
carried out in linear time, we have shown that CMCk is NP-complete for k>3.0 
We are now ready to prove that our original problem is NP-complete. 
Theorem 3.1.14 Fix k>2. Given a constraint matrix problem for a graph G 
with chromatic number k, a k-colouring of G and an integer m, determining whether 
a(G) <m is NP-complete. 
Proof: Clearly the problem is a member of NP. For k>4, CMCk_l is a special 
case so the result follows from Theorem 3.1.13. 
If k=3 then the result follows from 3.1.2.13 
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3.2 Solving special cases of the minimum span 
problem 
Our approach to these problems will make use of the following theorem [29]. 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Based on the theorem of Gallai, Roy and Vitaver [54]) The mini- 
mum span of a constraint matrix problem with underlying graph G is the minimum 
over all acyclic orientations w of the length of the longest directed path in (G, w). 
Proof: If f is a feasible frequency assignment with span v for G then we may 
build an acyclic orientation w of G as follows. If f (v; ) <f (v3) then orient the edges 
{v;, v1} from v; to v3 and otherwise orient the edges from v3 to v;. It is easy to see 
that a is at least the length of the longest directed path in (G, w). On the other 
hand let w be the acyclic orientation of G minimising the length l of the longest 
directed path in (G, w). Construct a frequency assignment with span 1 by setting 
f (v; ) equal to the length of the longest directed path in (G, w) into v;. If (v; v1) is an 
arc of (G, w) then f (v1) >f (v; ) + c; i and so f is feasible. Hence the result follows. 
0 
This theorem means that rather than looking for assignments we can restrict 
ourselves to looking at acyclic orientations. We will describe an algorithm that finds 
the acyclic orientation w minimising the longest path in (G, w) for a number of types 
of graph. 
A chain T of triangles is a graph G with vertex set V= {vi, ... , VT, W1, ... , WT_1} 
such that vl,... , VT 
form a path and for each i, w; is adjacent to v; and v; +,. 
We now show that it is possible to find the acyclic orientation with the shortest 
longest path and thus solve the minimum span problem on G. 
If w is an acyclic orientation of a chain of triangles with a vertex Vk as in Figure 3.1 
we say that vk is a through vertex of w. More precisely, a vertex vk is a through 
vertex if the edges from Vk_1 and Wk_1 are both oriented into (out of) vk and the 
edges to wk+1 and vk+l at the same time are oriented out of (into) vk. 
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Figure 3.1: Through vertex vk 
Wk-1 Wk 
Vk-1 Vk Vk+i 
A key observation is that in order to minimise the length of the longest path over 
all acyclic orientations, it suffices to consider only those where there are no through 
vertices. This follows by noting that if we have an acyclic orientation with a through 
vertex vk as in Figure 3.1 then we may reverse the orientation on all the edges with 
both endpoints in vl,... , vk, wl, ... , Wk_1 and obtain an acyclic orientation where 
the longest path has not increased. 
To solve the problem, we use dynamic programming. Typically if we are solving 
a problem on a graph H using dynamic programming we construct a sequence of 
graphs 
Hi,..., HM=H. 
For each graph in turn we construct a list of states or configurations and then 
calculate the optimal solution for that graph subject to some additional constraints 
specified by the configuration. In order to have a polynomial time algorithm the 
number of graphs in the sequence must be bounded by a polynomial in n and simi- 
larly the number of configurations for each graph must be bounded by a polynomial 
in n. Furthermore we must be able to compute the optimal solution for each con- 
figuration from the optimal solutions for the previously computed configurations in 
polynomial time. Finally we must be able to compute the optimal solution to the 
problem in polynomial time from the last set of configurations. 
We now apply this to the constraint matrix problem where the underlying graph 
consists of chains of triangles. 
Let G be a chain of T triangles. Let GN =G: {vl, ... , VN, wl,... , wN_1}. 
Let 
AN be the set of acyclic orientations of GN, with no through vertex. Let dpi, denote 
the length of the longest directed path in an acyclic orientation w. 
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A configuration of GN consists of two paths, a directed path into vN, a directed 
path out of vN and the orientation of the edges {VN-1, VN} and {WN_1, VN}. As we 
are looking at an acyclic orientation the two paths will be disjoint apart from the 
vertex VN. 
We say that an acyclic orientation w respects a configuration r if the orientation 
of {vN-1, VN} and {WN_1, vN} in w are as specified by T and the two directed paths 
that are part of T are the longest directed paths into and out of VN in W. If w 
respects T we write T<w. The cost of T is given by 
cost(T) = min 1Pw. 
wEA,,: r<w 
At each stage we record the list of all configurations, together with their cost 
and an acyclic orientation of GN achieving the minimum cost of T. 
Consider the longest path P out of vN. Let v; be the vertex such that P passes 
through vi but not through vi-I. Suppose first that i<N. We now count how 
many possibilities there are for P. Clearly if P does not pass through any of 
wi, ... , WN_1 then there 
is only one possibility for the part of P up to vi, namely 
the path VN, VN-1 i ... , v;. 
Suppose then that P passes through wj where i<j<N-1. There is again 
only one possibility for the path P up to v;, namely VN,... , vi+l, w v ... , V. 
It 
can easily be seen that once the path passes through one w the orientation of the 
path from v, to v; is forced and since w contains no through vertex P cannot pass 
through another wk without creating a cycle. 
There are at most three possibilities for the part of P after v;. Either it is empty, 
or it is the arc (v;, w; _1) or 
it is the arc (v;, w; ). 
Hence there are at most O(N2) possibilities for P. 
Once P is determined (and passes through VN_1) then there are at most 2 pos- 
sibilities for the longest path into VN- 
Similarly, if P does not pass through VN_1, but Q, the longest path into VN 
passes through vN_1 then there are at most O(N2) choices for P and Q. 
Finally there are 2 configurations where neither the longest path starting from 
vN nor the longest path into vN pass through vN_1. 
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Hence there are O(N2) configurations at each stage. 
The configurations and their associated cost are easily computed for G2 by enu- 
merating the 6 acyclic orientations of a triangle. To compute the configurations and 
their cost for GN given the corresponding information for GN_1, we run through 
all the configurations for GN_1 and add all possible acyclic orientations of the three 
edges {WN, VN}, {VN-1 i WN}, 
{VN_1, vN}, that do not result in a through vertex. 
For each configuration r of GN_1 and orientations of the new edges, it is easy to 
compute which configuration r' of GN is obtained. The cost is either the cost of T or 
the length of the longest path passing through VN_1. This can easily be computed 
from T. We keep a record of the least cost of each configuration of GN obtained so far 
together with the corresponding acyclic orientations and update them as necessary. 
The final solution is obtained by finding the configuration of Gr with least cost. 
In each of the T-1 stages, we run through O(T2) configurations and treat each 
one in constant time. Hence the overall running time is 0(T3). 
Let us now consider a similar problem. We want to find the minimum span of the 
wheel W. Again we will use dynamic programming to find the acyclic orientation 
in which the length of the longest directed path is minimised. 
Consider the wheel W,,, where we denote the vertices along the outside by 
w1, ... , wn and the vertex 
in the center by v. We are also given a corresponding 
constraint matrix. 
In order to solve this problem we will start off by looking at a portion of a wheel, 
WN, which is obtained from W. by deleting the edge {wl, w} and {WN+17 ... , w}. 
See Figure 3.2 for WN. 
As before, let AN be the set of acyclic orientations of W. A configuration of 
WI consists of six directed paths, the orientation of two edges and two boolean 
variables. The six directed paths are made of one beginning at each of v, wl, WN 
and one ending at each of v, w1, WN (the paths are not necessarily disjoint). The 
orientations are those of {v, wl} and {v, wN} and the boolean variables indicate 
whether there is a directed path from wl to wN or from wN to wl. 
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Figure 3.2: IVN 
v 
OZA ... WN WN-1 W2 Wl 
An acyclic orientation wE AN respects a configuration 7E W' if the six di- 
rected paths are the longest directed paths into and out of the relevant vertices, the 
two edges {v, wl} and {v, WN} are oriented as described and the boolean variables 
correctly indicate the presence of directed paths between wl and WN. If w respects 
T, we write 7- < w. 
The cost of r is defined by 
cost(T) = min lpw. 
wEA,,: r<w 
We now show that there are O(N6) possible configurations of WW. 
There are O(N2) choices for the longest path out of vertex v and also 0(N2) 
choices for the longest path into vertex v. Now, if w1 -+ w2 then there are 
O(N) choices for the longest path out of wl by choosing the largest i, such that 
w1, w2, ... , w; 
form an initial segment of the longest path from wl. Once w; is cho- 
sen there are now only two possibilities depending on whether w; -+ v or v -4 w;. 
If w1 -+ w2 then, if there is a path into wl then it must consist of the longest 
path into v together with the arc (v, wi). Hence whenever wi -+ w2 there are O(N) 
choices for the longest path into and out of w1. Clearly the case when W2 -4 wl is 
exactly the same. Similarly there are O(N) choices of the longest path into and out 
of wN. Hence there are O(N6) possible sets of paths forming different configurations. 
The remaining information in a configuration whether wl -4 v, v -+ w1, wN -4 v or 
v -+ wN and whether a path goes from wl to WN or wN to w is needed so no cycles 
will be created by moving from state SN to state SN+1. There is only a constant 
number of possibilities for these. Hence there are O(N6) configurations. 
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At each stage we list each possible configuration r together with the acyclic 
orientation w(T) minimising lp,, amongst those acyclic orientations w such that 7- < 
w. 
We begin by running through all acyclic orientations of W2 and calculating the 
corresponding configurations. To generate the configurations of WW+1 together with 
their associated acyclic orientations and costs, we run through all the configurations 
of W' one by one and try all possible orientations of the new edges v, WN+l and 
WN, WN+1 
Given a configuration r of WW first note that if T<w then there is a directed 
path in w from v to wN (wN to v) if and only if v -* wN (wN -+ v). Hence it is 
easy to determine whether there is an acyclic orientation respecting r to which we 
may add a particular orientation of {v, WN+l} and {wN, WN}1}. If there is no such 
acyclic orientation then we move on to the next possibility. 
Otherwise we may easily compute the longest paths to and from v, w1, WN+l by 
using 7- and the orientation of the two new edges. Similarly we may easily determine 
whether there is a path from wl to WN+1 or WN+1 to tut. Thus we can compute the 
specifications of a new configuration, T'. 
Let w be formed by taking w(T) and adding the orientation of the two new edges. 
The longest directed path in w is either the longest directed path in w(T) or passes 
through either v or WN+i. So its length can easily be computed. If lp,., is smaller 
than the best cost of T' currently found then we update the cost of r' by setting it 
to lpu, and we let w be the acyclic orientation associated with r'. 
In the final step we have to determine the orientation of the edge {WI, w}. We 
run through all configurations of W;,. Depending on whether these configurations 
include a directed path from wl to w or w to wl there may be one or two ways to 
orient {wl, w}. The length of the longest path in an acyclic orientation formed in 
this way can be computed from the cost of the configuration of W;, and the lengths 
of the longest paths to and from wl and WN. 
At each stage we run through 0(n6) configurations and treat each one in constant 
time. Hence the total running time is O(n7). 
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We will now consider a more general example and show that in polynomial time we 
can determine the minimum span. This example actually includes finding the span 
of a wheel, however we do not get as good a complexity or as simple a proof as we 
did in the previous section. 
Consider a constraint matrix problem on a graph G where the vertex set V can 
be partitioned into subsets Q= {q1, ... , qi} and W= 
{wl, 
... , wk}. 
Note that 
n=IVI=k+1. The only edges allowed between vertices in W are those of the form 
{w;, w; +l } for i=1,2,... ,k -1. Note that these edges do not have to be present. 
In other words, the vertices of W form a collection of paths. 
Proposition 3.3.1 For fixed 1, the minimum span of G can be found in time 
bounded by a polynomial in n. 
Proof: We first count the number of possible paths in G from a vertex u to v. 
Let XCQ and let (x1, x2, ... , x,. 
) be an ordering of the vertices in X. We will now 
give an upper bound on the number of paths P, from u to v, where v (P) fl Q=X 
and P visits the vertices in X in the order (x1, x2, ... , x, 
). If we know the vertices 
immediately before each x; EX and immediately after each such x;, then we have 
uniquely determined our path. Therefore the upper bound is net < n21. We now 
have to determine how many distinct sets X and orderings of X there are. Note 
that for a given r= JXJ there are at most 1(1- 1) ... 
(l -r+ 1) < 1! ways of picking 
the elements in X and ordering them. As there are at most 1+1 possible values of 
r, we get that there are at most (l + 1)1! = (l + 1)! ways of picking an ordered subset 
X of Q. This implies that there are at most (l + 1)! n2' distinct paths from u to v. 
Let G; =G: (V - {w; +l) w; +2, ... 7 Wk}), 
for each i=1,2,... , 
k. Let w be an 
acyclic orientation of G;, let lp, (u, v) denote the length of the longest path from u 
to v in (G,, w) and let lp,, (v) (lpý"t(v)) denote the length of the longest path into 
(out of) v in (G1, w). For each i and each possible set of the following values: 
a lp,, (ga, qb), 1<a, b 
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" lp, (ga, w; ) and lpw(wi, qa), 1<a<I QI; 
9 lp,, "(w; ) and lpo t(wi); 
" lp, "(ga) and lpo t(qa), 1<a< JQJ, 
we will find the acyclic orientation w which minimises the length of the longest 
directed path in (G;, w) amongst those acyclic orientations for which the longest 
paths into, out of and between the relevant vertices are as in the list. 
In other words if two different acyclic orientations agree on all the values in our 
above list, then we only remember the one where the longest path is minimum. We 
do not record the other orientation. 
The total number of acyclic orientations is of exponential order, however we will 
now show that the number of acyclic orientations that give distinct values above is 
in fact polynomial. 
Taking the length of longest paths from a certain vertex to another, we have 
shown that there are at most (l+ 1)! n2' possibilities. Note that we consider at most 
l(l - 1) + 21 = 12 +1 such longest paths above. 
Looking now at the length of longest paths in or out of a certain vertex, we know 
that there are at most n(l + 1)! n2' possibilities, as the other endpoint of the path 
can be chosen from at most n vertices. Again we note that we consider at most 
2+ 21 such values. 
Therefore the total number of acyclic orientations that must be recorded is 
(((1-F- 1)! n2')12+1((l + 1)ßn21+1)2+21 
). 
In the first stage we run through all acyclic orientations w of Gl recording those 
which for each set of values in our list, minimise the longest path in (G, w). 
At the ith stage we take each acyclic orientation w in the list for Gi_1 and run 
through all orientations of the edges incident with w;. Let w' be the orientation 
formed by adding to w the orientation of all the edges incident with w,. We use the 
values for lp,, (ga, qb), lp, (g0, w; _1) and 
lp,, (w; 
_1, qa) to 
determine whether w' is an 
acyclic orientation. 
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Let Q' =QU {w; _1}. 
Let Qt= {v E Q' : (w;, v) is an arc of (G;, w')} and 
Q;,, = {v E Q': (v, w; ) is an arc of (G;, w')}. 
Now if w is an acyclic orientation, we compute 
(qa, 4'b) = max{lpw(ga, qb), max llpw(ga, v1) + 
lpw(v2, qb) + Cvlwi + Cwtv2 
vlEQ'in, v2EQ'0 t 
where clw;, cw;,, 2 are the 
lengths of the edges joining vl to w; and w; to v2 respec- 
tively. 
Similarly we may compute lp,, (g4, w; ), lp,, (w;, qa) for all a, lp (w; ), lpw t(w; ) 
and finally lpw (qa), lp, t(q,, ) for all a. Clearly all these values may be computed in 
polynomial time for fixed 1. 
Note that the length of the longest path in (G;, w') may easily be computed using 
the length of the longest path in (G1, w) and the values lp' (w; ) and lp-, t(w; ). We 
record any acyclic orientation w, together with the length of its longest path, if it 
is the shortest one found so far with a particular list of lengths of longest paths. 
After the final stage when i=k, we run through all the acyclic orientations of 
Gk, in the list that we have constructed, and choose the one minimising the length 
of the longest path. 
We have shown that we may find the minimum span of G in time O(ne) where 
c depends only on 1.11 
Chapter 4 
Cyclic Channel Metric 
In the previous chapter we studied labelling problems where the constraints were in 
the form of lower bounds on the absolute difference of the frequencies received by 
adjacent vertices. In this chapter we introduce the cyclic channel metric. 
We then mention some results using the absolute differences and then generate 
analogous results using the cyclic channel metric. Finally we introduce the one-close- 
neighbour problem and give some results on the minimum span of various classes of 
graphs in this problem. 
4.1 Notation and definitions 
Suppose we have a graph G= (V, E) and a frequency assignment on G with span 
o, that is a function f: V -- {0,1, ... ,a- 1}. Then the cyclic channel metric 
is 
defined by 
Definition 4.1.1 
I f(vi) - f(vi)I. = min{If(v+) - f(vi)I, o -if (vi) -f(vi)II. 
One of the advantages behind the cyclic channel metric is, that we can assign 
several channels to one vertex v;, since we can just add multiples of the span to f (v; ). 
Another motivation for using the cyclic channel metric is that all the channels used 
have the same status, since they all have two neighbours. 
28 
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In this section we will consider the following problem. We are given a constraint 
matrix problem with underlying graph G and are required to find a minimum span 
feasible frequency assignment except now the constraints are specified using the 
cyclic channel matrix, that is we require for all i, j 
If (vi) 
-f(v1) 
I">c 
. 
Whenever we are talking about a span derived by the cyclic channel metric, we 
will denote this by v,. 
4.2 Known results 
Earlier we have seen that if all the weights in a constraint matrix problem are zero or 
one then finding the minimum span of a feasible frequency assignment is equivalent 
to finding the chromatic number of the underlying graph. The same is true when 
the constraints are defined using the cyclic channel metric. 
Minimum span problems defined using the cyclic channel metric also have a 
connection with the circular chromatic number of a graph, originally called star- 
chromatic number, see [52]. 
Definition 4.2.1 The circular chromatic number of a graph G is the infimum of 
all XER such that there exists f: V -+ [0, x) with If (vi) -f (vj)IX > 1. 
In [52] it is proved that the circular chromatic number always has to be rational. 
The author shows that if the circular chromatic number is written in its lowest 
terms, the numerator is less than or equal to the number of vertices. 
The connection between circular chromatic number and constraint matrix prob- 
lems using the cyclic channel metric is as follows. Take a graph G with V(G) = 
{Vi, 
... , v}, and construct a constraint matrix C where c; j =p if v; and v3 are 
adjacent in G and c; 1 =0 otherwise. Then 
O'c(C) = Irxc(G)l 
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In Chapter 3, where the metric is the absolute difference between frequencies, we 
see that if we require a feasible frequency assignment with the additional restriction 
that f (vi) <f (V2) ... <f 
(v), then the minimum span can be computed in time 
O(n2) since all we must do is find a longest path in an acyclic digraph. 
In [40], the author shows that a similar result holds for the cyclic channel metric. 
More precisely it is shown that if we specify a cyclic ordering on the vertices and 
require a frequency assignment for which the assigned frequencies respect this cyclic 
ordering then the minimum span can be found in time O(n2 + mn). However this 
result is considerably more complicated. 
Leese and Noble study in [37] constraint matrix problems formed in the following 
way. They take a graph G with vertex set {VI, v2, ... , v} and 
for fixed integers 
0<q<pset 
p if d(v;, vj) = 1, 
cij q ifd(v;, vj)=2, 
0 otherwise. 
When the graph is a tree, then the minimum span for all values of p and q is as 
follows. 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let T be a tree with maximum degree 0>1. 
o-, (T, p, q) = 2p + (0 - 1)q. 
Another result is on even cycles. 
Theorem 4.2.3 For any C2 we have 
2- +q< cc(C2n 7 P7 q) < 2p + 2q. 
Exact descriptions of the minimum span for even and odd cycles for all values 
of p and q can also be found in [37]. 
The above results were motivated by the results in [30] where the authors give 
the cyclic spans of the line, triangular and square lattices. 
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4.3 The greedy algorithm 
In Chapter 2 we define the minimum and maximum vertex degree. For the next 
problem we need yet another type of degree, the weighted degree of a vertex. 
Definition 4.3.1 The weighted degree of a vertex v; is defined by 
dw(vi) _E cij. 
j: {i, j}EE 
When the constraints are defined as the straightforward absolute difference, then 
we know from [38] that the span is bounded as follows. 
Theorem 4.3.2 Given a constraint matrix problem with underlying graph G (where 
constraints depend on absolute difference) 
a(G) < max {dw(v; ) + 111 <i< nj. 
We will modify this result and give an upper bound on the span of a constraint 
matrix problem in which the cyclic channel metric is used. 
Proposition 4.3.1 Given a constraint matrix problem with underlying graph G, 
with V(G) = {v1, ... , v}, and in which constraints depend on the cyclic channel 
metric, 
cc(G) < max {dw(v; ) + max {c; j Ivj E N(v; )}} 
Before we prove the result we first define the many-passes greedy algorithm. 
Definition 4.3.3 For the many-passes greedy algorithm we assume that we are 
given a fixed ordering (vi, ... , v) of the vertices. Initially all vertices are unassigned. 
At the first stage of the algorithm, starting at vertex v1, we run through all the 
vertices assigning frequency 0 whenever possible. At the (k + 1)th stage, again 
starting at vertex v1, we run through all the vertices in the given order and assign 
frequency k whenever possible. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.3.1: Using the proof from [38] we see that in the 
many-passes greedy algorithm every vertex v; in G receives a frequency f; which is at 
most dw(v; ). To see this consider the case where the many-passes greedy algorithm 
is about to assign frequency f; to vertex v;. For each frequency fE 10.... , 
f; - 1}, 
there exists v3 E N(vi) such that f (v3) <f and f (v3) + c; j >f+1, otherwise vertex 
v; would have received a frequency f from one of the previous passes. Thus for all 
v, E N(v; ), v, forbids c;, frequencies at v; and so 
f; <Ec; j = dw(v; ). 
vj EN(v; ) 
We now show that this assignment is a feasible frequency assignment with span 
vI = max {dw(v; ) + max{c; jlv, E N(v; )}}. 
Let {v;, v3} be an edge of G and suppose that f (v3) <f (v; ). By the above we 
know that f (v; ) >f (v3) + cij. It remains to show that o- (f (v; ) -f (v3)) > cjj. 
Now 
f(v; )+cii < f(v; )+max{c; klvk E N(vi)1: 5 dw(v; )+max{ciklvk E N(i)} <Q, ' . 
Hence cr >f (v; ) -f (v1) + c; j and the result follows. 11 
4.4 One-close-neighbour problem 
The model of interference introduced in Section 2.3 considers only the interference 
caused by pairs of transmitters and assumes that providing each of these interfer- 
ences is not too large then a user will receive an acceptable signal. 
In reality the level of interference experienced by a user is the sum of the levels 
of interference between the transmitter which the user is trying to receive and the 
other transmitters. 
The interference caused by a pair of transmitters is a decreasing function of their 
channel separation. This suggests that it may be worthwhile to look for frequency 
assignments in which each transmitter may have at most one potentially interfering 
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transmitter receiving a relatively close channel as long as all the other potentially 
interfering transmitters receive distant channels. 
This leads us to consider the one-close-neighbour problem. Suppose we are given 
a graph G and non-negative integers p and q. We wish to find a frequency assignment 
f such that for each vertex v;, 
If(vi) -f(vA I, ýP 
for all v3 E N(v; ), and 
If(vi) - f(vj)I, ?p+q 
for all but one v3 E N(v; ). 
In other words we need to find a labelling where we allow one neighbour of a 
vertex to have a moderately close label and the remaining vertices have to have 
greater separation. Note that we are free to choose which pairs of vertices may 
receive labels at least p frequencies apart. 
With this model we are not trying to solve all the practical problems occurring 
within the frequency assignment problem, however the one-close-neighbour problem 
is slightly closer to reality than the model of interference. Also we are interested in 
a new mathematical formulation of the frequency assignment problem. 
It is easy to see that the complexity of the one-close-neighbour problem is NP- 
hard in the case when p=1 and q=0, as this would correspond to vertex colouring. 
However we do not know what the complexity is if we put p=q=1. 
4.4.1 Bipartite graph 
First let us consider a bipartite graph G and the one-close-neighbour problem. Note 
that if 0(G) =1 then we may construct an assignment where all pairs of adjacent 
vertices are only separated by p channels. Hence o= 2p. 
Theorem 4.4.1 The minimum span for a bipartite graph G with A(G) >1 is 
v,, (G) = 2p + 2q. 
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Proof: By assigning every vertex of one partite set with f (u) =0 and every 
vertex of the second partite set with f (v) =p+q, we get a feasible assignment with 
span 2p + 2q. Note that at least one pair of vertices must be separated by p+q, so 
cr > 2(p+q)" Q 
4.4.2 Odd cycle 
Consider the one-close-neighbour problem for the odd cycle C2+1. 
Theorem 4.4.2 For all n>1, vc(C2+1) = max{2p + 2q, 2p +q+ [21111. 
Proof: Since n>1, some constraint has to be at least p+q, which implies that 
oý(C2+1) > 2(p + q), as we are considering cyclic constraints. 
Let V (C2+1) = {vo, vi.... , v2} and let f be an optimal frequency assignment 
on C2+i, with respect to our given constraints. Let o denote ß,, (C2+i) for sim- 
plicity. Let c; = (f (i + 1) -f (i)) (mod a), for all i=0,1, ... , 2n 
(vertex v2r+1 is 
equal to vertex vo). Note that for all i we have p<c; < 0- - p, and that either 
p+q < c; < a-p-q or p+q < c; +l < Q- p-q also holds for all i. Let C= Ei=0 c;. 
By the above restrictions on the constraints we see that the following holds: 
C> (n+1)(P+q)+np 
C< (n+1)(o-p-q)+n(u-p). 
Furthermore we note that C=f (2n + 1) -f (0) -0 (mod a). Hence C= ma, 
for some integer m. From the above it follows straightaway, that 
ma (2n+1)p+(n+1)q 
and 
(2n +1- m)Q > (2n + 1)p + (n + 1)q. 
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Hence 
Q> max 
(2n + 1)p + (n + 1)q (2n+1)p+(n+1)g 
m 2n+1-m 
Thus 
n -I-1)p+(n+1)q (2n+1)P+(n+1)q} Q> min 
1m{(2 
1<m<n m 2n +1-m 
-+ 
1)p; - (n + 1)q 1(2n 1 
n 
= 2p+q+ 
[p+q] 
. n 
We have now shown that a> max{2p + 2q, 2p +q+ ['+'11. In order to show 
equality, we let a= max{2p + 2q, 2p +q+ We will now define a frequency 
assignment g, which fulfills the given constraints with span a. Let a=v- 2p - 2q, 
and note that a>0 and a> E±I - q. The second of these inequalities gives us that 
0 <na + (n - 1)q - p. Therefore it is easy to see that-the following holds. 
0<na +(n-1)q-p<(n+1)a+n(a+2q). 
Now let el, e2, ... , e2i+1 be integers such that 0< ei < a, when 
l is odd, and 
0< el <a+ 2q, when l is even, and E2"i 1 el = na + (n - 1)q -p (this is possible, 
by the above equation). Define g, as follows, for all i=0,1, ... , n. 
2i 
9(V2i) = 2ip + iq +E el (mod a) 
t-1 
2i+1 
9(v2i+1) = (2i + 1)p + (i + 1)q + et (mod a). 
t-1 
Note that g(van+i) = (2n+1)p+(n+1)q-F[na+(n-1)q-p] = n(2p+2q+a) 
Q= g(vo) (mod o). Furthermore g is a feasible frequency assignment with span a 
as the following holds: 
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p+qC 9(v2i+i) - g(vai) (mod o, ) 
= p+q+e2i+i<oT-(p+q) fori=0,1,2..., n 
P< 9(v2i) - 9(v24_1) (mod a) 
= p+e2i<Q-p fori=1,2,3..., n. 
0 
4.4.3 Complete graph 
We now consider the complete graph K for the one-close-neighbour problem. 
Theorem 4.4.3 For all integers n>3 the following holds 
np+q 121 
Note that v, (Ki) =0 and a, , 
(K2) = 2p. 
In order to prove the above theorem we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4.4 Given a constraint matrix problem on a graph G, then 
n 
Qý > min C7r(j)7r(++1) 
ir t=i 
where it is an ordering of V(G) and 7r(n + 1) = 7r(1). 
Proof of Theorem: By symmetry we can consider the problem as a constraint 
matrix problem (with cyclic channel metric) on a complete graph, such that there 
is a set of edges forming a maximum matching which have constraint p and the rest 
of the edges have constraint p+q. 
Label the vertices v1, ... , v so that v1v2, v3v4, ... are matching edges. 
A shortest 
TSP tour in G is vlv2, ... , vvl so Lemma 4.4.4 shows that 
0, > PL 2+ (p + q)(n - L2, ) = pn + 
1: 1 
q. 
On the other hand, a feasible assignment is 
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f(v2t-1) = (i - 1)(2P + 9) 
f(v2) = (i - 1)(2p + q) + p" 
This has span pn + [III q. 
4.4.4 Complete multipartite graphs 
0 
We will now derive the optimal span for complete multipartite graphs. As a b-partite 
graph of order b is a complete graph, the results below generalise Theorem 4.4.3 from 
Section 4.4.3. We first need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4.5 If G is a complete b-partite graph, with a partite sets of size one, 
0<a<b, then 
or, (G) <_ (p + q)b -Laq. 
Proof: Let G be a complete multipartite graph, with partite sets V1, V2,. .., 
Vb. 
Assume without loss of generality that V1, V2, ... , Va have size 
1, and all other 
partite sets have size greater than 1. Now assign every vertex in V (i = 1,2, ... , 
b) 
frequency (i - 1)p + gl`21 j, when i<a and frequency (i -1)(p + q) - qL2 , when 
i>a. We note that these frequencies form a feasible frequency assignment with 
j q. Therefore c , (G) < (p + q)b - 12W q. O span (p + q)b -[2 22 
We will now present two alternative proofs of Theorem 4.4.6 below. The first 
proof is more direct but quite technical. The second proof is a bit shorter but 
perhaps it does not give as good an intuition of what is going on. As the proofs are 
not too long, we will include both proofs here. 
Theorem 4.4.6 The optimal span for a complete b-partite graph, with a partite 
sets of size one, is 
o, (G) = (P + q)b - [] q. 
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Proof 1 of Theorem 4.4.6: Let G be a complete multipartite graph, with par- 
tite sets Vl, V2i ... , Vb, and assume that a partite sets 
have size 1. By Lemma 4.4.5 
we see that v, (G) < (p + q)b -LJq. In order to show equality, we assume that f is 
an optimal feasible frequency assignment, such that the number of distinct frequen- 
cies used is minimum. Denote o(G) by just v, for simplicity, and let [i, p] denote 
the interval {i, i+1, i+2.... , p}, where all numbers are taken modulo a 
(so p may 
be less than i). We now prove the following claims. 
Claim 1: There are no vertices u and v from the same partite set V, such that 
there are vertices from other partite sets with frequencies in the interval and 
in the interval [ f,,, f. ]. 
Proof: Assume two vertices u and v from the same partite set V, " do not fulfill the 
statement in Claim 1. The claim follows trivially if u and v have only one neighbour 
so suppose this is not the case. Clearly either [f (u) -p+1, f (u) +p+q- 1] or 
[f (u) -p-q+1, f (u) +p- 1] contains only frequencies assigned to vertices from 
V". Similarly either [f (v) -p+1, f (u) +p+q -1] or [f (v) -p-q+1, f (v) +p -1] 
contains only frequencies assigned to vertices from V. 
First assume that [f(u)-p+1, f(u)+p+q-1] and [f(v)-p+1, f(v)+p+q-1] 
contain only frequencies assigned to vertices from V. If in fact [f (v)-p-q+l, f (v) + 
p+q- 1] contains only frequencies assigned to vertices from V then we may just 
reassign every vertex receiving a frequency in [f (u) -p+ 1, f (u) + p+q-1] with f 
(v). 
The case when [f (u) -p-q+1, f (u) +p+q- 1] contains only frequencies assigned 
to vertices from Y is similar. Hence we may suppose there is some vertex u' VV 
receiving a frequency in [f (u) -p- q+ 1, f (u) -p] and some vertex v' V V, " receiving a 
frequency in [f (v) -p- q+ 1, f (v) - p]. In order to satisfy the constraints with u and 
v there can be at most one vertex receiving a frequency in [f (u) -p-q+1, f (u) - p] 
and at most one vertex receiving a frequency in [f (v) -p- q+ 1, f (v) - p]. Reassign 
every vertex receiving a frequency in [f (u) -p+1, f (u) +p+q- 1] with f 
(v) and 
reassign v' with f (u). It is easy to check that all the constraints are satisfied and 
that at least one fewer frequency is used, a contradiction. 
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This completes the proof of Claim 1, as all remaining cases can be handeled 
analogously. 
Claim 2: All vertices from the same partite set have the same frequency. 
Proof: For partite set V let x, and y; be vertices in V (x; = y; is possible), such 
that all vertices in U,, have frequency in [f (x; ), f (y; )]. We now consider the following 
two possibilities. 
If a=0, then let all vertices in V get frequency f (x; ). Note that this implies 
that any two vertices in different partite sets get frequencies at least p+q apart, 
without changing the span. So if two vertices in the same partite set have different 
frequencies, we obtain a contradiction against the number of distinct frequencies 
used. 
So now consider the case when a>1. Let w and z be vertices from partite 
sets of size 1 (w =z is possible), such that these vertices are the only vertices from 
partite sets of size 1 with frequencies in [f (w), f (z)]. Let V2 be a partite set such 
that [f (x; ), f (y; )] C [f (w), f (z)]. We will show that f (x; ) =f (y; ), which would 
complete the proof of Claim 2 as we have considered arbitrary w, z and V. So 
assume that f (x; ) 0f (y; ). 
Let V* be a set containing all partite sets, V,., with f (x,. ) E [f (w), f (z)]. 
If w is the only vertex with frequency in [f (w), f (w) +p+q- 1], then let all 
vertices in V,. E V* get frequency f (x,. ). This rearrangement of frequencies will fulfill 
our constraints, and will use less distinct frequencies, a contradiction. 
If z is the only vertex with frequency in [f (z) -p-q+1, f (z)], then we get a 
contradiction, analogously to above. So assume that there are vertices, apart from 
w and z, with frequencies in both [f(w), f(w)+p+q-1] and If (z) -p-q+ 1, f (z)]. 
This implies that w#z and that the only vertices with frequencies in If (w) -p- 
q+1, f (w)] U [f (z), f (z) +p+q- 1] are w and z. Now let f (z) =f (w) + p, and 
let all vertices in V,. get frequency f (x,. ) +p+q, for all V,. E V*. If r, r' E V* then 
If (x,. )- f (x,. ') I> p+q because I V,. I>2, so no constraints are broken between vertices 
of VVr and V,,. Note that no vertex gets a frequency in If (z)-ß-1, f (z)+p+q-1] as there 
is no r such that f (x, ) E If (z)-p-q+1, f (z)]. Hence there are no constraints broken 
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with vertices receiving frequencies outside of the interval [f (w), f (z)]. Similarly there 
is no vertex receiving a frequency in [f (w)+p+1, f (w)+2p+q-1] so no constraints 
are broken with z. 
Note that if f was the frequency of z before we changed it, then no vertex gets 
a frequency in [f' + 1, f+p+q- 1], as there was no f (x, ) E [f' -p-q+1, f'] 
(there was some f (y,. ) E [f' -p-q+1, f'], but these frequencies have now been 
changed). Therefore our new assignment of frequencies fulfils our constraints, and 
uses less distinct frequencies. This contradiction completes the proof of Claim 2. 
As all vertices in the same partite set get the same frequency, we note that the 
constraints with separation p must be between vertices forming partite sets of size 
one. Hence there are at most L 2j such constraints. Using Lemma 4.4.4 we see that 
Q> (p + q)b - q[ j, since any cyclic ordering of the vertices of G must include at 
least b pairs of adjacent vertices. 0 
Proof 2 of Theorem 4.4.6: Let G be a complete b-partite graph with a partite 
sets of size 1. By Lemma 4.4.5 we see that a (G) < (p + q)b - 12ýq. 
Now let G' be a b-partite graph, with a partite sets of size one and b-a partite 
sets of size two. We will show that a, (G') > (p + q)b - [2j q, which would prove the 
desired result as G' is a subgraph of G. 
Let f be an optimal feasible frequency assignment for C. Let oj be the span of 
f. Let H be an edge-coloured graph with V(H) = V(G') and the following edges. 
Vertices x and y belong to the same partite set in G' if and only if there is a red 
edge between vertices x and y in H. Vertices u and w belong to different partite 
sets in G' and If (u) -f (v) 1, <p+q, if and only if there is a blue edge between 
u and v in H. The graph H only contains the above defined red and blue edges. 
Note that no two red edges are adjacent and no two blue edges are adjacent, so the 
maximum degree in H is at most 2. 
Clearly all connected components of H are either a cycle of even length or a 
path. Let Pl be the set of all connected components containing more blue edges 
than red (that is they are paths beginning and ending in blue edges). Let P2 be the 
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set of all connected components that are paths not in P1, including isolated vertices, 
and let C be the set of all connected components that are cycles. 
Orient the edges of paths in P2 so that those with length at least one, end with a 
red edge, and let S contain every second vertex on all the paths in P2, starting from 
the first vertex (that is, we take the first, third, fifth,.... vertex) and every second 
vertex in all cycles in C. Furthermore let S also contain every second vertex from 
the paths in Pl as well as both end points in all paths in Pl. (Note that there are 
two choices for the vertices to add to S in the case of cycles and paths in Pl and it 
does not matter which we choose. ) 
S contains all vertices not adjacent to a red edge and exactly one endpoint of 
each red edge. Hence S contains exactly one member of each partite set. H: S 
contains exactly IP1 blue edges. Since S contains at least 21P1l vertices not adjacent 
to a red edge, we have 21P1I <a and so IP1I < [2] which means that there are at 
most LZi pairs of vertices {u, v} CS such that If (u) -f (v)Iof <p+q. 
Let G" = G' :S and let the constraint on an edge {u, v} of G" be p if 
If (u) - f(v)If oc <p+q and p+q otherwise. Note that 
G" is a complete graph 
and all constraints in G" require a separation of at leat p+q except for at most 12J 
constraints which require a separation of p. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.4.3, 
we see that o, (G") > (p-} q)b- L2J q. Now Q, (Gýý) <a , 
(G') so the result follows. Q 
Chapter 5 
L(2,1)-Labelling 
In this chapter we study a variation of the frequency assignment, where the main 
idea is that if transmitters are close to each other then they should receive differ- 
ent frequencies and transmitters that are "very" close to each other are assigned 
frequencies that are at least two apart. This is known as the L(2,1)-labelling of a 
graph and was first discussed in 1988 by Roberts and Griggs [20]. 
5.1 Notation and definitions 
Definition 5.1.1 An L(2,1)-labelling of a graph G is a function L: V -4 Z+ = 
{O, 1,2,3. .. 
} such that whenever u and v are adjacent we have IL(u) - L(v)l >2 
and whenever u and v have a common neighbour then L(u) L(v). 
An L(2,1)-labelling is a k-L(2,1)-labelling if for all vEV, we have L(v) < k. 
We denote Q(G), also called the L(2,1)-span of G, by the minimum k such that 
there exists a k-L(2,1)-labelling. We define A (G) to be Q(G) - 1, which implies that 
. \(G) is the largest allowed label in a a(G)-L(2,1)-labelling. 
Lemma 5.1.2 [14) A(G) <A (H) for any subgraph G of a graph H. 
Since the L(2,1)-labelling is in fact a proper vertex colouring with the additional 
property at distance two, A(G) has the following connection to the chromatic number 
x(G). 
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Definition 5.1.3 The k-th power of a simple graph G is the simple graph Gk with 
vertex set V (G) and edge set {{v;, v3} : d(v;, v, ) < k}. 
Lemma 5.1.4 [141 X(G) -1< A(G) < 2X(G2) -2 for any graph G. 
5.2 Known results for the L(2,1)-labelling 
In [20] Griggs and Yeh found the exact A for paths (P) and cycles (C) on n vertices. 
2 ifn=2 
3 ifn=3 
A(P) = 
3 ifn=4 
4 ifn>5. 
A(C) = 4, for any n. 
The exact .\ for wheels (W) on n+1 vertices was shown in [55] to be )º(WV) _ 
n+2, when n>4. 
A lower bound for A(G) in terms of the maximum degree is given by 
Lemma 5.2.1 [20] \(G) >0+1 for any graph G of maximum degree A. If 
A(G) =0+1, then for any a(G)-L(2,1)-labelling f and any vertex v of maximum 
degree 0, f (v) =0 or 0+1. In this case, for any xE V(G), N[x] contains at most 
two vertices of degree A. 
And an upper bound is 
Lemma 5.2.2 [14] A (G) < A2 +p for any graph G of maximum degree A. 
Another bound has been proven by Jonas, which for the case of 0=3 improves 
the above bound from 12 to 11. 
Lemma 5.2.3 [33] A (G) < A2 +2A-4 for A(G) >2. 
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5.3 Polynomial algorithm for A(T) 
Griggs and Yeh proved in [20] that for a tree T with maximum degree 0, A (T) = 
A+1 or A+2. They then conjectured that it is NP-complete to determine whether 
A(T) =0+1. 
Chang and Kuo however found in [14] a polynomial algorithm to verify whether 
A(T) =A+1. 
We will now describe the main ideas of the algorithm. 
To start of with, it is a good idea to check two properties of the given tree. 
Firstly, does the tree have a vertex v whose closed neighbourhood N[v] contains 
at least three vertices of degree A? If so, then we know straightaway by Lemma 5.2.1, 
that A(T) =0+2. 
Secondly, does there exist a leaf u whose unique neighbour v has degree d(v) < 
A? If so, then T-u still has maximum degree A. By Lemma 5.1.2 and the same 
arguments used to proof Lemma 5.2.1, we get 
A(T - u) < A(T) < max {a(T - u), d(v) + 2} < A(T - u) 
and therefore A (T) = A(T - u). Since finding A(T) is now the same as finding 
. X(T - u), we can continue this step until any leaf of the tree is a neighbour of a 
vertex of degree A. 
Whether or not we have checked the above properties, we are now given a tree 
T with IV (T) I>2 and maximum degree A. 
Let T, be the subtree rooted at v;. For technical reasons we now add a vertex 
v;, which will be adjacent to v; only. Call this new tree T,. 
The main part of the algorithm consists of a stage for each vertex in turn. We run 
through the vertices of T working upwards form the leaves to the root. At the stage 
where we consider v; we construct the set Si of all pairs (a, b), 0<a, b<L+1, such 
that there exists an L(2,1) labelling of T;,. with v receiving label a and v; receiving 
label b. 
If v; is a leaf then Si will be {(a, b) :0<a, b<0+1, ja - bj > 2}. 
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Otherwise (a, b) E Si if Ja - bj >2 and if the children of v; are wl,... , w, then 
there exist distinct labels cl, ... , c, such that 
for all j, c3 #a and (b, c? ) E S,. 
In order to determine if (a, b) E Si we construct the bipartite graph G, with 
partite sets A= {w1, w2, ... , w, 
}, B= {0,1,... 
,0+ 1} and edge set 
E={(wc): coaand (b, c)ESS}. 
Then (a, b) E Si if and only if G has a matching of size s. Any bipartite matching 
algorithm may be used. 
Working our way up in the tree we can decide whether A(T) =0+1, in poly- 
nomial time. 
The running time of the algorithm is the time taken to solve 0(n02) bipartite 
matching problems on graphs with O(0) vertices. Using the standard Hungarian 
algorithm this gives an overall complexity of 0(n05). 
5.4 Bounds for outerplanar graphs 
In [11] Bodlaender et al. proved that for an outerplanar graph G, A(G) is at most 
A(G) + 9. For L(G) >8 this was improved to 0(G) +3 in [13], by Calamoneri and 
Petreschi. The proof in [13] is correct for A(G) > 12, however we will illustrate why 
there are certain problems when A(G) < 11. Before we illustrate these problems, 
we will give an outline of the proof of the main result in [13]. We will also give an 
analogous result to the main result in [13] which uses the cyclic channel metric. In 
order to do this we need a few definitions and lemmas. 
Let G be an outerplanar graph with V (G) _ {vl, v2, ... , v}. 
The ordering 
(vl) v2, ... , v) 
is said to be an outerplanar-ordering of V (G), if the following holds: 
If all edges v; v; +l, for i=1,2.... ,n 
(v+1 = v1) are added then the graph remains 
outerplanar, and while traversing the outer face (in a clockwise direction and starting 
from vl say), the vertices are visited in the order v1, v2, ... , v,,. 
See for example 
Figure 5.1 for an example. 
Let G be an outerplanar graph with outerplanar-ordering (vl, v2, ... , v). 
An 
ordered breadth first search tree (OBFS) is a breadth first search tree started at v1, 
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Figure 5.1: This is an example of an outerplanar graph, G, with its OBFS tree, and 
the labelling of the OBFS tree. The dotted lines illustrate edges in G, which are not 
in the OBFS tree. 
VI 
a- 
VI vo, l 
V1,1/ \ V1,2 
Vii 
v21 
................... 
vz'2................... 
1. 
v28 
V3,1 V3,2 V3,3 V3,4 V3,5 V3,6 
where vertices with lower index are always chosen before vertices with higher index. 
See Figure 5.1 for an example of an outerplanar graph and its OBFS. The dotted 
lines indicate edges of G that are not tree edges. 
Assume that the root vl of the OBFS is at level 0, the children of vl are at level 
1, etc. Furthermore the left to right ordering of each level induces a numbering of 
the nodes, so let vj,; denote the i'th node on level 1. See Figure 5.1 for an example. 
In [13] the following properties of an OBFS for an outerplanar graph are given. 
Let v, -1, k 
be any node, and assume that its children (in the OBFS tree) are 
vj,;, vl,; +l,... , vi, 3. Now vl_i, k is also connected to its father, v1_2,, 
(unless it is the 
root) and it may also be connected to vt, i-1, VI-1, k-1, Vl-1, k+1 and VZ-2,8+1 in G. 
We define Wo = (V, E) to be the outerplanar graph which is defined as follows 
(see [13]). V= {vo, vl, v2i ... , vo} and E= 
{vov; 1<i< z} U {v; v; +l 11 <i < 
0- 1}. The following lemma is now needed. 
Lemma 5.4.1 [13] If we label vo in Wo with any label from to, 1'... , 
0+2}, then 
we can label the remaining vertices in W. to give an L(2,1)-labelling of Wo with 
span at most A+3. 
We will outline the proof of Theorem 5.4.2 below. After the proof we will give 
V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 Vg V7 
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Figure 5.2: This is a partial L(2,1)-labelling of the outerplanar graph G, depicted 
in Figure 5.1. 
0 
4 
outerplanar graphs showing that the proof actually doesn't hold for 0E {8,9}. We 
will then illustrate that the proof would need to include some extra conditions for 
it to be valid when 0E {10,11}. 
Theorem 5.4.2 [13] If G is an outerplanar graph with i(G) > 8, then the L(2,1)- 
span is at most z(G) + 3. 
Outline of the proof in [13]: We first find an OBFS tree of G. Using 
Lemma 5.4.1, we can label the first two levels with labels from {0, ... ,A+ 
2} (in 
fact we can do it with labels from {0, ... ,. + 1}). 
This can be done as if we only 
consider the first two levels of our OBFS tree, then they induce a subgraph of WW(c). 
We will now proceed by induction so assume that all vertices in levels 0,1, ... ,d- 
are already labelled as well as all vertices vl, l, v1,2, ... , vj,; _1 where either 
i=1 or 
vj,; _1 and vi,; 
have different parents in the OBFS tree. Let vi,;, vl,; +l, ... , vij 
be all 
the vertices in level I which have the same parent, Vj_l, k, as vi,; in the OBFS tree. 
Using a slight generalisation of Lemma 5.4.1 it is now claimed that we can label 
all the vertices vi,;, v1,; +l, ... , v1,; with the labels {0,1,... , 
0(G) + 2}, such that the 
L(2,1) constraints on all labelled vertices are satisfied. The generalisation of Lemma 
5.4.1 deals with the case when certain labels are forbidden (by previously labelled 
86 V3,3 V8,4 V3,5 V3,6 
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vertices) and is the reason for the restriction 0(G) > 8. As we will illustrate that 
the above algorithm does not work immediately for A< 12, we will not go into 
more detail of the algorithm here, and instead refer the interested reader to [13]. Q 
In Figure 5.2 we see an OBFS tree of the outerplanar graph G depicted in Figure 
5.1. As 0(G) =8 and we have only used labels from {0,1,... , 10} so 
far, we should 
be able to label the remaining 4 vertices with labels from {0,1,... , 10}. 
However 
v3,3 cannot receive any label from {0,1.... , 10}, a contradiction. 
Note that in the 
above example the vertices v3,4, v3,5 and v3,6 are not used and could be deleted, if 
the example was part of some bigger OBFS tree, where there was a vertex of degree 
eight somewhere else in the outerplanar graph. 
In fact we will show that the slightly larger outerplanar graph G depicted in 
Figure 5.3, with maximum degree nine, cannot be labelled with twelve labels using 
the approach in [13]. Its corresponding OBFS tree can be seen in Figure 5.3. If 
we have already partially labelled the vertices of G as seen in Figure 5.3, then 
we will show that the five non-labelled vertices cannot be labelled with labels from 
{0,1,... 
, 11}. 
Assume that we can label them with labels from {0,1,... , 11}. 
Note 
that the vertex v6 can only receive label 0. Vertex v7 can now receive label 2 or 
4. First assume that it receives the label 4, which implies that the vertices v9, vio 
and vl l have to receive the labels 1,2,3, which is impossible, as the vertex receiving 
label 2 will be adjacent to either 1 or 3. Therefore v7 has to be labelled with 2. Now 
vertex vll has to receive label 1, which implies that the labels 3 and 4 have to be 
assigned to v9 and vlo, which is the desired contradiction. 
With some additional work we could make the proof of Theorem 5.4.2 work for 
0> 10. However we will not give the details here as this follows from Theorem 
5.4.4, and the proof would be of comparable length to the proof of Theorem 5.4.4. 
The proof of Theorem 5.4.2 does not work in its current state for 0< 11, as the 
following example shows. 
Consider the OBFS tree in Figure 5.4. It satisfies all the conditions given for an 
OBFS tree given in [13], however it is not an outerplanar graph. So to avoid such an 
example we would need to give extra conditions on an OBFS tree. We will do that 
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Figure 5.3: This is an example of an outerplanar graph, G, with its OBFS tree, 
and a partial L(2,1)-labelling of G. The vertices v6, v7, v9, v10, v11 cannot be labelled 
with labels from {0,1,... , 11}, in order to complete an L(2,1)-labelling of G. 
ViA 
vl 
v7 
V1 
V1 
V9 V8 v7 V4 V5 V6 V7 V9 V10 Vu V6 V7 V9 V10 Vll 
later in this section, however we will first show that if we do not forbid such OBFS 
trees, then the proof of Theorem 5.4.2 is not true for any 0(G) < 11. Imagine 
that we add vertices anywhere so that the maximum degree is eleven, and that the 
vertices are given the labels shown in Figure 5.4. Now note that v3,3 cannot receive 
any label from {0,1,... , 13}, a contradiction. The proof in 
[13] is however correct 
for i(G) > 12. 
By adding the property below for an OBFS tree for an outerplanar graph, the 
proof in [13] can be made true for all 0(G) > 10, and we have shown an example 
with 0=9, for which it does not work. We first need the following well known 
lemma (see for example exercise 20, page 91, in [16]). 
Lemma 5.4.3 No outerplanar graph contains a K3,2-minor. 
Proof: First note that if G is an outerplanar graph and e is an edge of G then 
G- {e} is clearly outerplanar. Suppose (v1, ... , v) is an outerplanar ordering of 
G. Now let e= {v;, v1} where i<j. Then an outerplanar ordering of Gl {e} 
is given by (vi,. --, v{_1, v*, v={. 1, ... , vß_1, vß+. 1,... , v. 
) where v* is the new vertex 
formed by contracting {v1, vj}. Hence using induction we see that every minor of an 
outerplanar graph is outerplanar. Since Ii3,2 is not outerplanar it follows that no 
V1 0 
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Figure 5.4: This is an OBFS tree which satisfy the OBFS-properties in [13]. It is 
partially labelled, in such a way that the vertex v3,3 cannot receive any label from 
{0,1,2,... 
, 13}. 
Note that the graph is not outerplanar. 
outerplanar graph contains a K3,2-minor. 13 
We now show that the situation in Figure 5.4 cannot occur. Let vl_1, k be any 
vertex in an OBFS, and assume that its children are vl,;, vi,; +l, ... , vi, 3. 
If the edge 
vt,; _lvl,; and 
the edge v1,2VI_1, k+1 exist in G then there must be some pE {i, i+ 
1, ... ,j -1} such that the edge vi, pvl, p+I does not exist in G. In order to prove this 
assume that it is false, and that vi',,. is a vertex with maximum 1' (l' < 1) such that 
at least two of vt_l, k_1, V1_1, k and vg_1, k+1 are descendants of vl,,,. in the OBFS tree. 
Now note that there are three vertex disjoint paths from vl,,, to vi,; (one using the 
edge Vl_1, k_1V1, i_17 one using the edge VI_l, kvl,; and one using the edge v1_1, k+lv1J), 
all having length at least two. However this implies that G has a K3,2 minor, which 
is impossible by Lemma 5.4.3. 
We note that the above condition forbids OBFS trees as in Figure 5.4. However 
the example in Figure 5.3 still shows that the proof of Theorem 5.4.2 does not work 
for z(G) = 9. 
Consequently we move on to the next theorem which generalises Theorem 5.4.2 
as the proof of Theorem 5.4.2 definitely does not hold for 0(G) < 9. Before we state 
11 6 V3,3 
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the theorem we need a few more definitions. Some of these will not be needed until 
Section 5.5. A partial L(2,1)-labelling of a graph G is, for some ACV, a function 
L: A -4 Z+, such that whenever u and v are adjacent we have JL(u) - L(v)l >2 
and whenever u and v have a common neighbour in G then L(u) # L(v). Note that 
if the only common neighbours of u and v are in V\A, we still require L(u) # L(v). 
A partial Q-L(2,1)-labelling is defined analogously. 
In the following we may drop the L(2,1) and just refer to a labelling or a partial 
labelling. We will also drop the partial when the context is clear. Given partial 
labellings Ll : Al -4 Z+ and L2 : A2 -4 Z+, we say L1 C L2 if Al C A2 and 
for 
all vE Al, we have L1(v) = LZ(v). If L1 C L2 we say that Ll may be extended 
to L2 and that L2 extends L1. If we have partial labellings Li : Al -3 Z+ and 
L2 : A2 -4 Z+ such that for all vE Al fl A2 we have Li(v) = L2(v) then the partial 
labelling Ll U L2 : Al U A2 -+ Z is given by (L1 U L2)(v) = Li(v) if vE Al 
and (L1 U L2)(v) = L2(v) if vE A2. If L: Al -+ Z+ is a partial labelling and 
A2 C Al then LIA2 is the partial labelling obtained by restricting the domain of L 
to A2. We now introduce the corresponding concepts for the version of the problem 
where we use cyclic constraints. Given a graph, G, a cyclic-U-L(2, l)-labelling of 
G is a function, L: V(G) -- {0,1,... ,Q- 1} such that if u and v are adjacent, 
If (u) -f (v) 1, >2 and if u and v have a common neighbour then f (u) 0f (v). 
The cyclic-L(2,1)-span of a graph G is the minimum o for which there exists a 
cyclic-a-L(2, l)-labelling of G. 
A partial cyclic-o-L(2,1) labelling is defined in the obvious way and all the defi- 
nitions involving partial labellings can be carried over to the version of the problem 
involving cyclic labellings. In the following we will often omit the o when it is clear 
from the context. 
In order to explain the main idea behind the next theorem we first define i*(1) 
as follows. Let (vl, v2, ... , v) be an outerplanar-ordering of an outerplanar graph 
G where all indices are taken modulo n. Let N(v2) - {v1} _ {va VQ ... , vaA}, 
where al < a2 < ... 
< aA, and let N(vi) - 
{v2} 
_ 
{vb vi, ... , vbB}, 
where 
bl < b2 < ... < bB. If A>0 then let i*(1) = aA, otherwise if B>0 then let 
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i*(1) = b1, and if A=B=0, then let i*(1) = 3. Before we show why this is a 
useful parameter, we note that the "1" in i*(1) indicates that we are considering vl 
(and v2), when determining i*(1). We could also define i* (j) for any j=1,2, ... ,n 
in an analogous way, but since we do not need it below, we will not go through the 
details of this. The reason why i*(1) is an important parameter, is the following. 
Let L be any labelling of N[vi, v2i v;. (l)], such that L is a partial labelling of G. Let 
G, =G: 
{v2, v3, ... , vi. (1)} and 
let G2 =G: {v; "(1), v;. (l)+l, ... , vn, vl 
}. Let L1 
be any L(2,1)-labelling of G1, and let L2 be any L(2,1)-labelling of G2, such that 
L1 U L2 has the same labels as L on N[vl, v2i vi-(I)]. Then L1 U L2 is an L(2,1)- 
labelling of G. The reason for this is that there are no edges joining a vertex in 
V(Gi) - {v27 v; "(l)} to a vertex in V (G2) - {VI, Vi-(l)} in G. Furthermore all paths of 
length two from V(G1) - {v21 v.. (l)} to V(G2) - {v1, v; "(l)1 in G must pass through 
v1, v2 or vi-(I). See Figure 5.5 for an example. 
Theorem 5.4.4 If G is an outerplanar graph, with 0(G) > 3, then the cyclic - 
L(2,1)-span is at most z(G)+8. Furthermore if 0(G) > 9, then the cyclic-L(2,1)- 
span equals 0(G) + 3. 
Proof: First note that providing v(G) > 0,0(G) +3 is a lower bound. This 
follows by considering a vertex of degree A(G) and its neighbours. 
We first consider the case when 0(G) > 9. Let (vl, v2, ... , v) 
be an outerplanar 
ordering of the vertices of G. We will show that if we can construct a labelling L 
of N[vl, v2] such that L is a partial-cyclic-(0 + 3)-L(2,1)-labelling of G then L may 
be extended to a cyclic-(z + 3)-L(2,1)-labelling of G. 
Let i= i*(1) as defined before the theorem. We will now show that we may 
extend L to a labelling L' of N[vl, v2i v; ] so that L' is a partial-cyclic-(0 + 3)- 
L(2,1)-labelling of G. By induction we can then extend L' to labellings L1 and L2 
of Gi =G: {v21 ... , v; 
} and G2 =G: {vi.... , v,,, vl}. 
Then by the observations 
before the theorem, these two labellings can be put together to give us a cyclic- 
(0 + 3)-L(2,1)-labelling of G. 
Let N(v; ) - 
{VI, v2} - {v;,, v12, ... , vi,. 
}, such that 2< il < i2 < ... 
< if < n. If 
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Figure 5.5: In each picture the solid vertices are yet to be labelled. Note from the 
first picture that i*(1) = 15. In the second picture we have labelled N[vi, v2]. In 
the third picture we have labelled N[vl, v2i v15]. The last picture shows the graphs 
G2 =G: Lvi"(1), vi'(1)+l, ... , vn, vi} and G1 =G: 
{v2) v3, ... , vi*(1)}. 
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v; is not already labelled (which implies that i= 3) then label it by any label. This is 
possible as in this case only vl and v2 are labelled and there is no edge from {vl, v2} 
to V-{vl, v2}. If c(vi) denotes the label of v; then let X= {c(v, )-1, c(v; ), c(vi) +1} 
where these labels are taken modulo A(G)-I-3. If vi E N(vi) then add c(vi) to X and 
if v2 E N(vi) then add c(v2) to X. Now let Col = {0,1,... , 
0(G) + 2} - X. Note 
that Coll >r and l Coll > 7. We will now show how to label v; 1, v; 2, ... , v;,. with 
labels from Col, such that all cyclic-L(2,1)-constraints hold (note that v;, and/or 
v;, may already be labelled). 
First consider the case when r>7. Now greedily label vi,., v; r_1, ... , v; $, 
in that 
order, such that all constraints hold. It is not difficult to see that there are enough 
labels available in each step. Now let Col denote the remaining labels, which are 
left after deleting the labels we have just used from the set. Note that Coll > 7. 
If v; 1 
is not labelled and/or if v;, is not labelled, then label these. This can still be 
done. We now need to label v; 2, v13, ... , v; 6, such that no two adjacent vertices 
in the 
sequence v; l, v, 2, ... , v17 get adjacent labels and all the labels used for v;,, v22, ... , v; 7 
are distinct and lie in Col. Note that v;, may be adjacent to a vertex with a label in 
Col (this vertex would be adjacent to v2), so v; 2 cannot receive this 
label. But there 
is only one such forbidden label at v; 2. 
Analogously there may be one forbidden 
label at v; g. 
Define the labels hl, hei ... , h7 so that {hl, h2, ... , h7} 9 
Col, hl = c(v;, ) and 
hl < h2 < ... < 
h, and h, +l < h, +2 < ... < h7 < hl. We can now 
look up in the 
table below to see how to label v; 2, v; 3, ... , v; 6, 
by doing the following. Consider the 
entry (1, a) if c(v17) = h0. Since at most one extra label is forbidden at v; 2 and at 
most one label is forbidden at v16, we can pick one of the three options for (1, a), as 
in the following example. Let Col = 13,5,6,7,9,10,111, and c(vi, ) =7= hl which 
means that hl = 7, h2 = 9, h3 = 10, h4 = 11, h5 = 3, h6 =5 and h7 = 6. Assume 
that c(v;, ) =5= h6, and that we may not use labels 10 = h3 at either v; 2 or v; 6. 
Then we use the sequence 1,5,3,7,4,2,6 as it starts with 1, ends with 6 and does 
not have 3 at the second or sixth place. This sequence tells us to label the vertices 
as follows: c(viz) = h5 = 3, c(v;, ) = h3 = 10, c(v;, ) = h7 = 6, c(v; 5) = 
h4 = 11 and 
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c(vie) = h2 = 6. This always gives the desired labelling. We now need to consider 
the case when r<7. 
1,3,5,2,6,4,7 
(1,7) 1,4,6,2,5,3,7 
115,316,47 2,7 
1,4,7,2,6,3,5 
(1,5) 1,6,3,7,4,2,5 
1,3,6,2,7,4,5 
1,4,6,2,7,5,3 
(1,3) 1,5,7,4,2,6,3 
1,6,4,2,5,7,3 
1,3,5,2,7,4,6 
(1,6) 1,4,7,2,5,3,6 
1,5,3,7,4,2,6 
1,3,6,2,5,7,4 
(1,4) 1,5,2,7,3,6,4 
1,6,3,5,7,2,4 
1,3,6,4,7,5,2 
(1,2) 1,4,7,5,3,6,2 
1,5,3,6,4,7,2 
Assume that r<7. Assume that il < i2 < ... < 
it <i< it+i < it+2 < ... < 
i,., 
where 0<t<r. Note that if 0<t<r, then we may use adjacent labels on vi, and 
v;, +, . 
If t=0, then note that we have no restrictions on vif, and if t=r, then we 
have no restrictions on vi,.. If r<2, then we can easily label the vertices greedily, so 
assume that r>3. As in the case when r>7, we consider the three options under 
(1, a) in the above table, and proceed as is illustrated in the following example. 
As before let Col contain the labels hl, h2, ... , 
h7, such that c(vii) = hi and 
hl < h2 < ... < 
h, and h8+1 < h, +2 < ... < h7 < hl. 
Consider the entry (1, a) 
if c(v;,. ) = ha. Since at most one extra label is forbidden at vie and at most one 
label is forbidden at vi, -,, we can pick one of 
the three options for (1, a), as in the 
following example. Let Col = 13,5,6,7,9,10,11}, and c(vi, ) =7= hl which means 
that h1=7, h2=9, h3 = 10, h4=11, h5= 3, h6=5andh7=6. Assume that 
c(v; *) =5= 
h6, and that we may not use labels 10 = h3 at either vie or v;, _,. 
Then 
we use the sequence 1,5,3,7,4,2,6 as it starts with 1, ends with 6 and does not 
have 3 at the second or sixth place. This sequence tells us to label the vertices as 
follows: c(vi2) = h5 = 3, c(v; 3) = 
h3 = 10, c(v;, ) = h7 = 6,... until we have labelled 
vi t. 
Then we let c(v;,. _, 
) = h2 = 9, c(v; r_2) = 
h4 = 11,... until we have labelled 
v;, +, . 
We note that the vertices vi, and vi, +, may get adjacent 
labels, but that this 
is allowed due to the arguments above. 
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When 3<A<8, the proof follows similar lines. We take a labelling of N[vl, v2] 
and extend it as before to a labelling of N[vl, v2, v; ] so that all cyclic-L(2,1) con- 
straints hold. Choose i and define r and Col as before. Whenever l Coll > 7, the 
proof above works. If l Col l<7 then 0<3 and case-checking shows that the la- 
belling of N[vi, v2] may always be extended to a labelling of N[vl, v2, v; ] so that all 
the cyclic-L(2,1) constraints hold. 0 
Since a cyclic-o, -L(2,1) labelling is always a (non-cyclic) 0-L(2,1)-labelling the 
following result concerning the non-cyclic L(2,1) span follows immediately. 
Corollary 5.4.5 If U is an outerplanar graph with z(G) > 3, then the L(2,1)-span 
is at most 0(G) + 8. Furthermore if 0(G) > 9, then the L(2,1)-span is at most 
A(G) + 3. The L(2,1)-span is always at least L(G) + 2. 
5.5 A polynomial time algorithm to find the L(2,1)- 
span for outerplanar graphs 
The following results are joint work with Steve Noble, Brunel University, and Anders 
Yeo, Royal Holloway. 
Motivated by Section 5.4 we will now show that it is possible in polynomial time 
to determine both the cyclic and non-cyclic L(2,1)-spans of an outerplanar graph 
G in polynomial time. This clearly generalises the same results for trees, which 
was stated as an open problem, and even conjectured to be NP-hard, before it was 
shown to be polynomial in [14]. The problem for outerplanar graphs was stated 
in [11] by Bodlaender et al. 
The fact that the problem is NP-hard for planar graphs (see [11]), also makes 
our result for outerplanar graphs more interesting. Our polynomial time algorithm 
is quite long and technical. 
We begin by describing a recursive algorithm to compute the L(2,1)-span of an 
outerplanar graph G that runs in polynomial time for certain values of 0(G) and 
n. Later we explain how the algorithm may be modified so that it always runs in 
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polynomial time. 
Lemma 5.5.1 Let G be an outerplanar graph. There exists an algorithm, which 
finds the L(2,1)-span, in O(n0(G)1oo(c)) time. 
Proof: By Corollary 5.4.5 and the remark in the beginning of section 5.2 we 
note that the L(2,1)-span is A(G)+k for some kE 12,3,... , 8}. 
Let o= 0(G)+k, 
where 1<k<9 is arbitrary. Let v1, v2, ... , v 
be an outerplanar-ordering of the 
vertices of G. We will now give an algorithm that decides in 0(n0(G)10°(G))-time 
if there exists a cr-L(2,1)-labelling of G. This would prove the theorem as we only 
have to run the algorithm for 7 different values of k to determine the L(2,1)-span. 
Our algorithm will find all possible labellings of N[vl, v21 that can be extended to 
a o-L(2,1)-labelling of G. If there exists no such labellings of N[vi, v21, then clearly 
there exists no v-L(2,1)-labelling of G and otherwise there does. Our algorithm is 
recursive, and will produce a (possibly empty) list of labellings of N[vl, v2]. 
If JV(G)I <2 then we just return all possible labellings of G. Otherwise let 
i= i*(1) (see the definitions of i*(1) above Theorem 5.4.4). Now recursively solve 
the problem for the two graphs Gl =G: IN, v2, v3, ... , v; _1 
} and G2 =G: 
{v17 v;, v; +1, ... , v}. In G1, we think of vi as playing the same role as vi 
does 
in G, so in other words we look for labellings of N[v;, v2] that may be extended to 
G1. Similarly, in G2, we think of v; as playing the same role as v2 does in G. Let 
G1 contain all possible labellings of NG, [v21 v; ] that can be extended to a 0'-L(2,1)- 
labelling of G1, and let , CZ contain all possible labellings of NG2 
[v1, v; ] that can be 
extended to a a-L(2,1)-labelling of G2. 
We now construct a list G of labellings of NG [vl, v2] by considering all pairs of 
labellings consisting of one from G1 and one from , C2. Let C 
be empty initially. 
If Li E ýC1 and L2 E G2, then we can check (in O(1 NG, [v2, v; 
] I"I NG2 [vi, vi] 1) 
time) whether L= Ll U L2 is a partial-L(2,1)-labelling of G. If it is then add the 
restriction of L to N[vi, v2] into our list L. Once we have tried all pairs L1 and L2, 
we stop and return G. 
We will now prove that the algorithm works. If L is an L(2,1)-labelling of G, 
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then LI N[vl, v2], will belong to our list C. This is easily proved using induction on 
our recursive step. Similarly if some labelling L belongs to our list G, then this can 
be extended to an L(2,1)-labelling of G. This is also proved by induction since the 
pair of labellings L1 and L2 that caused us to add L to our list L can be extended to 
labellings Li and L2 of Gl and G2 respectively. Now Li U L2 extends L. Therefore 
the algorithm works correctly. 
We now compute the complexity of the algorithm. The maximum time that 
our algorithm uses on an outerplanar graph with n vertices and maximum degree 
less than or equal to A, will be denoted by F(n, 0). Note that 1, C1I < Q2A+2, as 
ENG, [v2, vi]l < 20 + 2. Similarly I L21 < Q2°+2. As we need at most O((20 + 2)2) 
time to check if L1 U L2 is an L(2,1)-labelling of G: {N[vl, v2i vi]}, this implies the 
following for some constant q and the i found above (note that 3<i< n). 
F(n, 0) < F(i - 1,0) -I- F(n +2 - i, 0) -}- q" (20 -}- 2)2 . (0' 20+2)2 
< F(i- 1,0)+F(n+2-i, 0)+q" (20+2)2. (0+k)4'+4. 
As 1<k<9, and F(j, A) is bounded by a constant, when j<4, we have 
F(n, 0) E 0(n " (2L + 2)2 " (0 + 8)40+4). 
If 0(G) < 8, then this implies that F(n, A) E O(n), so assume that 0(G) > 8, 
in which case we have 
F(n, A) E O(n " 9(0)2 " (2p)4.50) 9 O(n " (p2)4.5o+i) C O(n " Q1O ). 
13 
Clearly our algorithm runs in polynomial time when L. is bounded by a constant 
and it is easy to modify the algorithm to deal with the version of the problem with 
cyclic constraints. This gives us the following result 
Theorem 5.5.2 There is a polynomial time algorithm to determine the cyclic- 
L(2,1)-span for outerplanar graphs. 
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Proof: Given an outerplanar graph G, if 0(G) >9 then from Theorem 5.4.4, 
the cyclic-L(2,1)-span is 0(G) + 3. Otherwise we use the algorithm described in 
Lemma 5.5.1 suitably modified to deal with cyclic constraints. Q 
From now on we deal only with the non-cyclic version of the constraints. The 
next result gives us a class of outerplanar graphs for which the algorithm in Lemma 
5.5.1 runs in polynomial time. 
> Corollary 5.5.3 Let G be an outerplanar graph, with 0< 1000 or with In(ö) 
0.010, then there exists a polynomial time algorithm to find the L(2,1)-span. 
Proof: If 0< 1000, then Lemma 5.5.1 gives us an O(n) and hence polynomial 
time algorithm. If ln(n)/1n(0) > 0.01A, then we see that 
n>AO-01'6' 
and so 
niooo > Aioo 
Therefore Lemma 5.5.1 gives us an O(n'°°') and hence polynomial time algorithm. 
0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the case not covered by Corollary 
5.5.3. As the proofs get quite technical we will first give a rough outline of how 
we prove that there exists a polynomial algorithm to decide the L(2,1)-span of an 
outerplanar graph G, when A> 1000 and no < 0.010. 
Lemma 5.5.4 is a very useful lemma, as it tells us when we can complete a 
partial-L(2,1)-labelling of N[x], where x is some vertex in an outerplanar graph. In 
fact Lemma 5.5.4 is slightly stronger as it considers any subgraph of a wheel (note 
that N[x] is always a subgraph of a wheel, with x being the central vertex in the 
wheel). 
Definition 5.5.5 defines F(m) and an integer k, which will be used later. Lemma 
5.5.6 then proves some properties of F(m) and k. In Definition 5.5.7 we define 
what an OBFS2 tree is. Technically speaking an OBFS2 tree is two disjoint trees 
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obtained by adding a vertex v* to our outerplanar graph, then finding the OBFS 
tree, and then deleting v* again. We use the OBFS2 tree heavily in Lemma 5.5.11, 
which is the main structural result. Before Lemma 5.5.11, we will give another 
definition and a lemma, which turn out to be useful for Lemma 5.5.11. 
Lemma 5.5.11 states that if there exists a (A + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling, L, of an 
outerplanar graph G, then the following holds. Assume we have a colouring of a 
number of layers in the OBFS2 tree, L', such that L(x) = L'(x), when L contains 
values which are either small or big. Then L' can be extended to a (A + 2)-L(2,1)- 
labelling of G. In order to define what 'big' and 'small' is we use F(m) and k which 
we mentioned earlier, as well as some technical definitions given in Definition 5.5.8. 
Corollary 5.5.12 follows quite easily from Lemma 5.5.11, and is the main result 
used in the proof of our main theorem. Corollary 5.5.12 states that if there exists 
a (0 + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling, L, of an outerplanar graph G with outerplanar ordering 
(vi, v2) ... , v) then the 
following holds. Let H= {k - 1, k,. .., 
0+2- k}, where 
k was defined in Definition 5.5.5. Let L' be a labelling of N[vl, v2], such that L' is a 
partial-(0+2)-L(2,1)-labelling of G and for all j=1,2,... , 
1, either L(v; 1) = L'(v; 1) 
or L(v, ), L'(v;, ) C H. Then L' can be extended to a (0 + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling of 
G (under certain conditions). Informally this means that all labels in H can be 
changed in N[vi, v2], and we can still find a (0 + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling of G. We use 
this result several times when proving our main result, Theorem 5.5.13. 
In Theorem 5.5.13 we finally prove that the desired polynomial algorithm exists. 
We do this by using a similar approach as we did in Lemma 5.5.1. However it would 
take too long time to record all L(2,1)-labellings of N[vl, v2] which can be extended 
to a (0 + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling of G, but if we treat all labels in H (defined above) 
as identical, then we show that the time complexity becomes polynomial. We can 
then use Corollary 5.5.12 to show that the list of labellings we obtain can actually 
be extended to a proper (A + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling of G, where the labels in H are 
actually given (and not considered to be identical). Furthermore if there does exist 
a proper (0+2)-L(2,1)-labelling of G then our algorithm will produce a non-empty 
list of labellings of N[vi, v2]. 
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This was the main idea behind our algorithm. We have of course left out many 
details, as the proof is extremely long and technical. However, hopefully it has given 
an idea of how the proof will progress. We are now ready to prove our results. 
Lemma 5.5.4 Let G be a graph with V(G) = {x, v1, v2i ... , v, 
}. Suppose that 
N[x] =V (G) and that N(vi) C {x, v; _1, v; +l 
} for all i=1,2... , 
k, where all indices 
are taken modulo k. Let XCV (G) - {x} be arbitrary. Let L be an L(2,1)-labelling 
of G-X, and let H be any set of labels, which are not used in L and which differ 
by at least two from L(x). If JHI > JXJ and JHJ > 22, then L can be extended to 
an L(2,1)-labelling of G, by using only labels from H. 
Proof: First assume that IXI = IHI. Suppose we label the vertices of X with 
labels from H one by one. At any point each vertex vi EX may be labelled with 
any label in H that has not yet been used, except at most 4, namely the labels that 
differ by one from the labels of vi-1 and vi+l. 
Furthermore note that at any point, each label in H that has not yet been used, 
may be given to at least IXI -4 vertices of X (it is only forbidden on each of the 
two neighbours of the vertices with labels. differing by one from the label we are 
considering). 
A maximal non-labelled interval is an interval {v;, v; +,, ... , vi} 
CX (indices 
taken modulo k), such that vi-1 ¢X and v1+1 g X. As IXI = IHI > 22, either Case 
1 or Case 2 below holds. 
Case 1. There exist at least 8 distinct maximal non-labelled intervals. We can 
easily greedily label all vertices, except exactly one vertex in each of 8 distinct 
maximal non-labelled intervals. Now consider the bipartite graph, where one partite 
set, X', consists of the 8 unlabelled vertices, and the other partite set, H', consists 
of those labels, from H, which have not yet been used. The edge from xE X' to 
hE H' is present if it is permissible for x to receive the label h. It follows from the 
two observations at the beginning of the proof, that each vertex in X' has degree 
at least JH'I - 4, each vertex in H' has degree at least IX'I -4 and furthermore 
IH'I = IX'j = 8. This implies (by Hall's Theorem) that there is a perfect matching, 
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which gives us the desired extension to an L(2,1)-labelling of G. 
Case 2. Some maximal non-labelled interval has size at least 4. We can easily 
construct a labelling L' by greedily labelling all vertices, such that we are left with 
exactly one maximal non-labelled interval of size exactly 4. Assume without loss 
of generality that the non-labelled vertices are 
{v2, v3i v4, v5} and let H' denote any 
four labels that are not used. Let H' U {L'(vl), L'(vs)} = {hi, h2, h3, h4i h5, h6}, such 
that hl < h2 < h3 < h4 < h5 <h6- 
If L'(vl) < L'(v6), then we label {v2, v3, v4, v5}, using the following table, and if 
L'(vi) > L'(v6), then we just reverse the labels in the table below. 
If 
(L'(vl), L'(V6)) = 
Then label 
V2, V3, V4, V5 with 
(h1, h2) h4, h6, h3, h5 
(h1, h3) h4, h6, h2, h5 
(h1, h4) h3, h5, h2, h6 
(h1, h5) h4, h2, h6, h3 
(h1, h6) h3, h5, h2, h4 
(h3, h4) hl, h5, h2, h6 
(h3, h5) h1, h6, h4, h2 
(h3, h6) hi, h5i_2ih4 
If Then label 
(L'(vl), L'(v6)) = v2, v3, v4, v5 with 
(h2, h3) h4, h6, h1, h5 
(h2, h4) h5, h3, h1, h6 
(h2, h5) h4, h1, h6, h3 
(h2, h6) h4, _1_ h5, h3 
(h4, h5) h2, h6, hl, h3 
(h4, h6) h2, h5, h1, h3 
(h5, h6) h2, h4, h1, h3 
This completes the case when IXI = IHI, so now assume that II-11 > IXI. Note 
that if there exist at least 8 distinct maximal non-labelled intervals, then we are 
still done, by an analogous argument to that in Case 1 above. If there exists some 
maximal non-labelled interval with size at least 3, then we proceed as above in Case 
2 except at the end we have at least 4 available labels, to label 3 vertices. Now use 
the table below, just as we did in Case 2. 
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If 
(L'(vl), L'(v5)) = 
Then label 
v2, v3, V4 with 
(h1, h2) h5, h3, h6 
(h1, h3) h5, h31 h6 
(h1, h4) h5, h3, h6 
(h1, h5) h3, h6, h2 
(h1, h6) h3_ h5, h2 
(h3, h4) h5, h1, h6 
(h3, h5) h6, h4, h1 
(h3, h6) h5, h1, h4 
If Then label 
(L'(vl), L'(v5)) = v2, v3, v4 with 
(h2, h3) h5, h1, h6 
(h2, h4) h5, hi, h6 
(h2, h5) h6, h1, h3 
(h2, h6) h5_ h1_ h3 
(h4, h5) h6, h1, h3 
(h4, h6) hi, h5, h2 
(h5, h6) h1, h4, _2 
If there is no maximal non-labelled intervals of size 3, and there are at most 7 
distinct maximal non-labelled intervals, then we can easily label all vertices greedily. 
11 
We now define a function F and a value k both of which are crucial later. We 
then prove a simple lemma. 
Definition 5.5.5 For fixed 0* and n, define F: N -+ R by 
-ý 
m ifm<2, F(m) o"-as -13F(m - 2) otherwise 
and let 
_ 
21n nl k 
1n(0.10*) +2I. 
Lemma 5.5.6 If 0* > 1000, In n/ In A* < 0.01A*, and F and k are as above then 
1. If 0<m<(A*-13)/2, 
2m-13 »'/2-1 F(m) ý(6 
2. F(k) > n. 
3. F(0'/2 - 23) > n. 
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Proof: 
1. Clearly the result holds for m=1,2. By induction if 2<m< (A* - 13)/2, 
we have 
F(m) _ 
A* - 2m - 13 F(m - 2) 6 
0* - 2m - 13 0* - 2(m - 2) - 13 
(m-2)/2-1 
6(6) 
0* - 2m - 13l 
12-1 
I6f 
This completes the proof of part 1. 
2. First note that 
Inn 
_ 
Inn 1n0* 
1n(0.1/*) In 0* 1n(0.10*)' 
Since Inn/ In 0* < 0.01A* and 0* > 1000 we have 
Inn In A* In A* In 1000 
= In 0* in(0.10*) < 
0.010* 
In 0* - In 10 - 
0.010* 
In 1000 - In 10 - 
0.0150*. 
Hence Inn/ 1n(0.1A*) < 0.0150'. Now since 0* > 1000, we have 
17 
-4>0. 300A* 
Hence 
0.10* < 
47A* 
-4< 
A* - 2(0.030* + 3) - 13 
300 6 
Thus 
In n Inn = ln(0.10*) 
ln(0.1L*) 
Inn 0* - 2(0.03z *+ 3) - 13 
1n(0.10*) 
In 
6 
Using Inn/ ln(0.10*) < 0.0150*, we have 
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In(n) < 
Inn 
In - 
2(0.030* + 3) - 13) 
ln(0.10*) 
In 
6 
13) 
Inn l /O*-2k-13\ 
< ýlfl(O. l) 
+ 1- lI In 
(6f 
(_1)1n(*6k-13) 
Thus n< F(k). 
3. Note that the following holds, when i>0 is an integer. 
F(2i) =2x 
A* 6-13 x i'-112-13 x ... x 
0'-2(2i)-13 
66 
F(2i - 1) = 
A*-6-13 X W-10-13 x ... X 
0'-2(2i-1)-13 
666 
It is not difficult to see that F(2i) > F(2i - 1) if 2x °'-6i-13 > 
°'-66-13 and 
F(2i + 1) > F(2i) if A'-2(26.1)-13 > 2. This implies that F(j) is an increasing 
function when j<*-7 As k+ 200 < 0.03A* +3+ 200 < 
0.03A* + 0.22A* - 220 + 203 < 0.25A* - 17, we see that F (j) is increasing 
when j<k+ 200. 
Note that 0*/2 - 23 > 0.030* +3>k as A* > 1000. Let j be any integer, 
such that k<j< A*/2 - 23. Note that F(j) > F(j - 2) as 
°*-6'-13 >1 
Furhtermore note that the following holds, where z=0 if j-k is even and 
z=1 otherwise. 
F(j) > F(j-2) > F(j-4) > ... > F(k + z) >F(k) > n, by 2, 
11 
We now define the OBFS2 tree of an outerplanar graph G. This is a modification 
of the OBFS trees studied in Section 5.4. 
Definition 5.5.7 Let (VI, V2, ... 7V) be an outerplanar ordering of V 
(G). The 
OBFS2 tree, which technically is two disjoint trees, is constructed as follows. Add 
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G 
v1 
12 v2 
:3 : 
1 
Vg V5 
V8 0 V6 
V7 
vlo 
... 
V12 
Vu 
olZ..... V1,3 
V2, g 
Figure 5.6: This is an example of an outerplanar graph, G, with its OBFS tree, and 
the labelling of the OBFS tree. The dotted lines illustrate edges in G, which are 
not in the OBFS tree. The bottom two graphs illustrate the OBFS2 tree and its 
labelling. 
V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 
V2 Vi 
a ......... 
V3,1 V3,2 V3,3 V3,4 V3,5 V36 
vo, i VO, 2 
"........ a 
OBFS tree of G 
V1 
OBFS tree labelling 
vo, 1 
V4 VS V6 V7 V8 V9 Vii 
OBFS2 tree of G 
V2,1 V2,2 V2,3 V2,4 V2,5 V2,5 V2,7 
OBFS2 tree labelling 
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a vertex v* to G, and the edges v*vl and v*v2. The OBFS2 tree is obtained by 
deleting v* from a breadth first search tree starting at v*, where vertices with lower 
index are always chosen before vertices with higher index, except v2 is chosen before 
V1. 
In an OBFS2 tree, we define the vertices at level 0 to be vl and v2 and for j>1 
we define the vertices at level j to be the children of the vertices at level j-1. 
Analogously as for the OBFS tree we have a natural ordering on the vertices in 
each level defined by the order in which they were added to the OBFS2 tree. As 
before we let vi,; denote the i'th node on level 1. See Figure 5.6 for an example. 
For an OBFS or OBFS2 tree let Li(T) contain all vertices at level i. 
Even though most of the following definitions are valid for OBFS trees as well 
as OBFS2 trees, we shall only prove them for OBFS2 trees, as these are the kind 
of trees we will need later in the proof of our main result. 
Definition 5.5.8 If T is an OBFS2 tree of an outerplanar graph G, then we will 
need the following definitions. 
(a) : Define T* as follows. Assume that T has l levels, LO(T), LI(T),... , LI(T). 
Let 
the vertex set of T and T* be the same and let T* contain the edges of G, as 
well as the following edges (see definition 5.5.7 for a definition of the vertex 
labels). 
{v; jv, j+l ( There is a (v;, 3, v;, j+l)-path in G only including vertices from 
{v;,;, v;,; +l} U L; +1 (T) U L; +2 (T) U... U L1(T)} 
(b): Let T* be defined as in (a). A (Po, p., )-path, P= poplp2 ... p, z, 
in T* is called a 
(po, pZ)-AD-path (AD stands for Almost Down) if for all a<b we have that 
pa lies on the same level as pb or on a higher level (i. e. a level with smaller 
index). Furthermore P may contain at most three vertices from any level. 
(c): For any vertex v;, 3 on level i in T, let ADP(v;, j) contain all vertices in L; (T) U 
L; +1 (T) U ... U 
L, (T) which are connected to v;, j with an AD-path in T*. Let 
adp(vi, i) = fADP(v=, 3)l. 
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(d): For all v;, 3 E T, define mco. (vi, j) to be the smallest integer such that F(1 + 
mco. (v;, j)) > adp(v;, j) (see Definition 5.5.5). 
(e): Let Ho. (j) = {j - 1, j,... , 0* +2- j}. Note that 
{0,1,2,... 
, 0* + 1} - 
Ho" (j) = Il U 12, where Il = {0,1,2,... ,j- 2} and 12 = {i* +3-j, A* -I- 
0*+1}and that II1I =1I21 =j-1. 
Lemma 5.5.9 Let G be an outerplanar graph with an OBFS tree T. Let (vl, v2, ... 7 v) 
be an outerplanar ordering. Define z(i, j) such that vi, j = vz(;, j) (i. e. the j'th vertex 
on level i in T has index z(i, j) in the outerplanar ordering). For every i we have 
z(i, 1) < z(i, 2) < z(i, 3) < ... 
Proof: We will show the theorem by induction on i. Clearly it is true for i=0 
and i=1. So assume the theorem holds for all levels 0,1,2,... ,i-1. 
We will now 
show that z(i, 1) < z(i, 2) < z(i, 3) < .... Assume that this is not true and that 
z(i, j) > z(i, j + 1). Let v; _1,, 
be the parent of vi,, in T and let v; _l, t 
be the parent 
of v;, j+i in T. By the construction of a OBFS tree we note that s<t (in particular 
s4 t). By induction we know that z(i - 1, s) < z(i - 1, t). 
Note that z (i -1, s) V 12,3,4,... ,z 
(i, j+ 1) } as if z (i -1, s) did belong to this set 
then any path from vl to vz(i, j+1) would have to pass through either vz(i_1,, ) or vz(i, a) 
(as 1< z(i - 1, s) < z(i, j+ 1) < z(i, j) and there is an edge between vz(i_l,, ) and 
However there is a path from vl to v, z(;, j+1) in the tree which 
does not pass 
through either vz(; _l,, ) or vz(;, J). 
This proves that z(i-1, s) V 12,3,4,... , z(i, 
j+1)}. 
Analogously we get that z(i-1, t) V {z(i, j), z(i, j)+1, ... , n}. 
As z(i -1, s) < z(i- 
1, t) the above implies that 1< z(i, j ß-1) < z(i-1, s) < z(i -1, t) < z(i, j). However 
now the edges vz(;, j)vz(i_I,, ) and vz(i, j+l)vz(; _l, t) give us the 
desired contradiction. Q 
Lemma 5.5.10 Let G be an outerplanar graph with an OBFS2 tree T. Let T* be 
defined as in definition 5.5.8. The following now holds. 
(i) Let v;,, and Vi, k be any two vertices on level i of T, such that Ij - kI > 2. 
Then every (v;, 3, v;, k)-path in G, must include a vertex from Lo(T) U L1(T) U ... U 
Li(T) - {v,,;, v;, k}. 
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(ii) Let v;, j and vi, k be any two vertices on level i of T, such that (j - kI > 6. 
Then ADP(v;, j) fl ADP(v;, k) = 0. 
Proof: We will first prove (i), so assume that i, j and k are chosen as in (i), 
but that there exists a (v; j, v;, k)-path P in G, which contains no vertices from 
Lo(T) U L1(T) U ... U 
Li(T) - {v; j, v;, k}. Assume without loss of generality that 
j<k and let rE1,2 be chosen such that there exists a (vo, r, v;, j+l)-path, Q, in T. If 
(vl, v2) ... , v) 
is an outerplanar ordering of G and VO, r = v; l, v;,, = v; 2, v;,, +1 = v; s 
and Vi, k = v;  then 
i1 < i2 < i3 < i4 by Lemma 5.5.9. As Q is a (vi,, vi, )-path we see 
that P, which is a (v;,, v;, )-path, must contain a vertex in V(Q), a contradiction. 
In order to prove part (ii) let Z. contain all vertices z, such that there exists a 
(v;, q, z)-path in G: 
{v;, q} U L; +1 (T) U L; +2 (T) U ... U L1(T). Note that ADP(v;, j) C 
Zß_2 U Zß_1 U Zi U Zj+1 U Zj+2 and ADP(v;, k) C Zk-2 U Zk-1 U Zk U Zk+1 U Zk+2, 
by the definition of ADP. However by (i) we see that (Z1_2 U Zß_1 U Z, U Z3+1 U 
Z, +2) 
n (Zk_2 U Zk_1 U Zk U Zk+l U Zk+2) _ 0, which proves part (ii). O 
Lemma 5.5.11 Let G be an outerplanar graph and let T be an OBFS2 tree of G 
(see definition 5.5.7), with l levels. Assume that G has maximum degree at most 
A*, where A* > 1000. Assume that Ho. (mco" (v)) > 50 for all vEV (G), and 
that G has a (A* + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling, L. 
For some i let M; = Lo (T) UL 1(T) U L2(T) U ... U L(T). 
Suppose that L' 
is a labelling of the vertices M;, such that L' is a partial-L(2,1)-labelling of G. 
Furthermore assume that for all vEM; either L(v) = L'(v) or L(v) E H. (mco. (v)) 
and L(v) E HA- (1 + mco. (v)). Then L' can be extended to a (A* + 2)-L(2,1)- 
labelling of G. 
Proof: We will show this by induction on i. In fact all we need to show is that 
we can label all vertices in level i+1, such that the new labelling of levels 0 to i+1, 
satisfies the conditions of the lemma. As A* is a constant throughout the proof we 
will omit the subscripts in mco. (v) and Ho. (j). 
Let C(v;, 3) denote the children of v;, j in T. We will now label the vertices in 
C(v;, l), C(v;, 2), ... , 
C(v;, l; ) in that order. So assume that we have labelled C(v;, l), 
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C(v;, 2), ... 7 
C(v;, k_1) and now need to label C(v;, k). Let C(v;, k) and C*(vi, k) be 
defined as follows. 
C(Vi, k) _ {vi+l, 8, vi+l, s+l, """I vi+1,8+t} 
C*(vi, 
k) - 
{vi}l, 
aý vi+l, s+lý Vi+1, s+t-ls vi+l, a+t} 
(if IC(v;, k)l < 4, then let C*(v;, k) = C(v;, k)). Let H* _ {0*/2 - 20,0*/2 - 
19'... , 
0*/2 + 20}. We will make sure that every vertex vE C*(v;, k) either gets 
the same label as in L or a label in H*. We will also assume that we fulfilled this 
condition when we labelled the previous vertices on level i+1. 
Let DP denote all the vertices in L; +i (T) U L; +2 (T) U ... U Li 
(T) that can be 
reached by an AD-path from vi, k, which only contains the vertex v;, k from level i 
(that is it starts of with an edge from level i to level i+ 1). Let m be the smallest value 
such that F(1 + m) > IDPI. First label all vertices vE C(v;, k) where L(v) O H(m) 
with the label L'(v) = L(v). Then label every unlabelled vertex vE C*(v;, k) with 
any available label from H*. This can always be done as JH*j = 41, and there are 
always less than 20 of these labels we cannot use. 
Now let NC denote all the vertices in C(v;, k) which have not been labelled yet. 
Let FB denote all labels already used to label vertices adjacent to v;, k as well as the 
label L'(v;, k) and the labels only differing by one from L'(v;, k). Note that we may 
not label any vertex in NC with a label in FB. 
Let Q contain all vertices qEL; (T) U L; _ 1(T 
), which have a path of length one 
or two to a vertex in C(v;, k). We now need the following properties. 
(i): For all cE C(v;, k) and qEQ we have adp(c) <I DPI < adp(q) and mc(c) < 
m< mc(q). 
adp(c) < DPI is true as if P is a (c, u)-AD-path then uE DP, by considering 
the path v;, kP. We will now prove that IDPI < adp(q). 
First note that if a vertex in C(v;, k) has an edge to v;, k+l in T*, then Vi, kVi, k+l 
is an edge in T*, by the definition of T*. Analogously if there is a path from 
C;, k to Vi, k_1 then Vi, kVj, k_1 is an edge in T*. Therefore every qEQ has 
an AD-path, Rq to v;, k. Now if P is an (v;, k, u)-AD-path starting with an 
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edge from vi, k to C(v;, k), then RqP is an (q, u)-AD-path. This implies that 
I DPI < adp(q). 
By the definition of m (and the above) we note that F(1+m) > DPI > adp(c). 
This implies that m> mc(c), as mc(c) was chosen as the minimum value 
such that F(1 + mc(c)) > adp(c). As F(1 + mc(q) > adp(q) > IDPI, we 
note that m< mc(q), since m was chosen as the minimum value such that 
F(1 + m) >I DPI. 
(ii): All L(2,1)-constraints are still satisfied. 
If VE C(v;, k) is labelled then it either has a label in H*, in which case no 
constraint is violated, by our construction, or L(v) = L'(v) V H(m). So 
assume that L(v) = L'(v) O H(m), but that a constraint with u is violated. 
If UEL; +1(T) then by our previous assumption either L'(u) = L(u) or 
L'(u) E H* (as uE C*(w) for some wEL; (T)). However this implies 
that the constraint between u and v is not violated as H* C H(m + 1). If 
uVL; +1(T) then uEQ, which by (i) implies that either L'(u) = L(u), or 
L'(u) E H(mc(u) + 1) C H(m + 1). However in both cases no constraint is 
violated, as L is a proper L(2,1)-labelling of G and L'(v) O H(m), respectively. 
(iii): IH(m - 1) - FBI > INCI. 
Let Z denote all neighbours of v;, k in G which have already received a L'- 
label. If zEZU {v;, k} then z is either in Q or on level i+1. Therefore either 
L'(z) = L(z) or both L(z) E H(m) and L'(z) E H(m + 1) C H(m) (as if 
zEL; +1(T) then L(z) E H* C H(m + 1) and otherwise mc(z) >m by (i)). 
Therefore the vertices in ZU {v;, k} would add equally many labels to H(m - 
1)f1FB whether we considered the L-values or the L'-values. If we did consider 
the L-labels instead of the L'-values then there would be at least INCI labels 
in H(m -1) - FB, as all vertices in NC did actually have a L-label in H(m - 
1) - FB. So therefore there are also at least INCI labels in H(m - 1) - FB 
when we consider the L'-labels, which completes the proof of (iii). 
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(iv): If INCI > IH(m + 1) - FBI then there are at least 6 vertices in NC, which 
have an me value of at most m-2. 
Note that IFBfH(m+1)1 < 12, as vi, k may add three labels to FBf1H(m+1), 
and each vertex in C*(vi, k) may add one label to FBnH(m+1), and if vi-,,,, is 
the parent of vi, k in T, then each of the vertices vi-1, a, vi_1, a+1, vi, k_1, Vi, k+1, Vi+1, a-1 
may also add one label to FB fl H(m + 1). If there is not six vertices in 
NC, which have an me value of at most m-2, then we must have at least 
I H(m + 1)1-12 -5 vertices in NC which all have a me value of at least m-1. 
Let V' = {vi+l, r,, vi+l, r ... , vi+1, rlH(m+l)I_17 
} be I H(m + 1)1-17 such vertices, 
such that r1 < r2 < ... < rju(, n+1)I_17. Note that ADP(vi+l,,., 
) C DP and 
adp(vi+l,,., ) > F(m-1) for all j, = 1,2,... , 
IH(m-I-1)1-17. By Lemma5.5.10 
we note that the following holds. 
F(1 + m) >I DPI >I UvEv' ADP(v ) 
> adp(v: +i,. l) + adp(vi+i,, r, ) + adp(vi+i, *, s) + adp(vi+i, r, a) + ... 
I H(m ß- 
6 
1)I -17 F(m - 1) 
0* - 15 - 2m -6 F(m-1) 
This is the desired contradiction to Definition 5.5.5. 
If INCI < IH(m + 1) - FBI, then we can label all vertices in NC with labels 
from H(m+1)-FB, using Lemma5.5.4, as INCI< IH(m+1)-FBI and IH(m+ 
1) - FBI > 48 - 12 > 22 (as m< mc(v;, k) and IH(rrac(v;, k)I > 50). 
Now consider the case when NCI > IH(m + 1) - FBI. By (iv) we can let Y 
denote 6 vertices in NC, which have an me value of at most m-2. For each label 
c* =m-2,0* +3-m, m -1,0* +2-m (in that order) we do the following. If 
c* E H(m - 1) - FB, then pick a vertex yEY, which is not adjacent to a vertex 
of adjacent label to c*, and label it with label c*. Then delete y from Y and NC, 
and add c* to FB. Continue until all of the possible c* have been tried. Note that 
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now H(m - 1) - FB C H(m + 1), which implies that INCI < IH(m - 1) - FBI = 
I H(m + 1) - FBI by (iii) and the fact that if we decrease I NCI by one then we also 
decreased I H(m - 1) - FBI by one. We are now done analogously to above (using 
Lemma 5.5.4). Q 
Corollary 5.5.12 Let G be an outerplanar graph, with maximum degree at most 
0*, where 0* > 1000 and < 0.010*. Suppose G has a (A* + 2)-L(2,1)- 
labelling, L. Let (vl, v2) ... , vn) be any outerplanar-ordering of V (G). Let k= 
2In(n) (ln(O. 
Io*) 
2. 
Let L' be a labelling of N[vl, v2], such that L' is a partial-(A*+2)-L(2,1)-labelling 
of G and for all j=1,2, ... , 1, either L(v;, ) = L'(v;, ) or L(v;, ) , L'(v;, 
) C H(k). 
Then L' can be extended to a (A* + 2)-L(2,1)-labelling of G. 
Proof: We show that we may use Lemma 5.5.11 with i=1. Using Defini- 
tion 5.5.8, for any vertex v, we have adp(v) <n and so using Lemma 5.5.6 we 
see that mco(v) <k-1. Similarly for all v F(0*/2 - 23) >n> adp(v) and so 
mco. (v) < 0*/2 - 23. Thus I Ha. (mco. (v))I = 0+4 - 2mco. (v) > 50. Therefore 
all the conditions of Lemma 5.5.11 apply and L' may be extended to L (note that 
H(k) 9 H(mco. (v) + 1) 9 H(mco. (v)) for all vE V(G)). 11 
We are finally ready to prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 5.5.13 Let G be an outerplanar graph. There exists a polynomial time 
algorithm to find the optimum L(2,1) span for G. 
Proof: Let 0* = 0(G). If 0* < 1000 or if Iý'ö, ) > 0.010*, then we are 
done 
by Corollary 5.5.3, so assume that this is not the case. By Corollary 5.4.5 we note 
that the optimum L(2,1) span for G is either 0* +2 or 0* + 3, so we will let 
Q= Q* + 2, and decide if there is a Q-L(2,1)-labelling of G. Let (vl, v2i ... , v) 
be 
ur algorithm an outerplanar-ordering of the vertices of G. Let k= 21n +2. O 
[IJ*) 
will now follow the approach in Lemma 5.5.1, except we label all the vertices with 
the labels {0,1,2,... , k-1}U{0*+2-k, 0*+3-k,..., A*+1}U{h}, where h 
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is an artificial label. Such a labelling is said to be an H-labelling. A vertex initially 
labelled with h will later be given some label from H= {k, k+1, ... , 
A* -I-1 - k}. 
If L is a o-L(2,1)-labelling of G, then let LH(v) = L(v) if L(v) VH and 
LH(v) =h otherwise. Note that LH is an H-labelling of G. Let W be a partial 
H-labelling of G. If there exists a o-L(2,1)-labelling, L, of G, such that LH extends 
1V, then we say that W can be extended to a a-L(2,1)-labelling (namely L). 
Our algorithm will find all possible H-labellings of N[vl, v2], that can be extended 
to a a-L(2,1)-labelling of G. If there exist no such H-labellings of N[vi, v2], then 
there exist no u-L(2,1)-labelling of G and otherwise there does. Our algorithm is 
recursive, and will produce a (possibly empty) list of H-labellings of N[vi, v2]. 
If IV(G) J<2 then we just return all possible H-labellings of G. Otherwise 
let i= i*(1) (see the definitions of i*(1) above Theorem 5.4.4). Now recursively 
solve the problem for the two graphs Gl =G: {v2, v3, ... , v; 
} and G2 =G: 
{v;, v; +1, ... , v,,, vl}. 
As before, in G1, we think of v; as playing the same role as 
vl does in G, so in other words we look for H-labellings of N[v;, v2] that may be 
extended to a a-L(2,1)-labelling of Gl. Similarly, in G2, we think of v; as playing 
the same role as v2 does in G. Let C1 contain all possible H-labellings of NG1 [v29 vi] 
which can be extended to a u-L(2,1)-labelling of G1. Let ýC2 contain all possible 
H-labellings of NG2 [vl, v; ] which can be extended to a a-L(2, l)-labelling of G2. We 
build a list f- of H-labellings of NG[vj, v21 that can be extended to a Q-L(2,1)- 
labelling of G. Initially C is empty. 
If Ll E ýCj and L2 E G2 i then we can check (in 0(1 NG, 
[v2, v; ] Ix ING2 [v1, v; ] 1) 
time) whether the following hold: 
" L1 and L2 have the same label in v;. 
" Let vE N[vl, v2, v; ] be arbitrary. If the label of v is h, then it is adjacent to 
no more than IHI -3 vertices of label h. 
If the label of v is k-1 or A* +2-k, then it is adjacent to no more than 
IHI -1 vertices of label h. 
Otherwise it is adjacent to no more than JHJ vertices of label h. 
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" For all non-h labels the L(2,1)-constraints hold. 
If the above hold then add the H-labelling Ll U L2, restricted to NN[v1, v2], to 
our list L. Once we have tried all pairs L1 and L2i we stop and return L. 
We will now prove that if our algorithm returns an H-labelling, L, of NG [V1, V21 
then this can be extended to a Q-L(2,1)-labelling of G. Let L1 be the H-labelling 
of NN1 [v2, v; ] and L2 be the H-labelling of N2 [vi, v; ] which caused us to add L 
to L. By induction L1 can be extended to a o, -L(2, l)-labelling, LI, of G, and L2 
can be extended to a a-L(2,1)-labelling, L', of G2. First consider the H-labelling, 
L' = L1 U L2 of NN[vl, v2i v; ]. Note that this can be extended to a proper a- L(2,1)- 
labelling, L", of NN [vl, v2i v; ], by first labelling v1, v2 and v; with any allowed label 
(if they had label h in L'), and then using Lemma 5.5.4 for Na[vl], NG[v2] and NG[v; ] 
in that order (there may be some constraints between vertices in Na[v1], NG[v2] and 
Ne[vi], however these are limited to only a couple of vertices, and do not cause any 
problems). 
We apply Corollary 5.5.12 to Gl to see that the labelling L" restricted to N[v;, v2] 
may be extended to an L(2,1)-labelling Li of G1. This follows because of the 
existence of Li and the fact that for all vE N(v,, v2), either L"(v) = Li(v) or 
L"(v), L' (v) E {k, ... , 
0* -I- 1- k}. Note that 
(2 In (GI) + 21 ýf t21n 
iö") + 21. 
Similarly we may extend the labelling L" restricted to N[vi, v; ] to an L(2,1)-labelling 
L2 of G2. Li U L2 is a a-L(2, l)-labelling of G. 
_ Now assume that there exists a o, -L(2, l)-labelling, L, of G. Recall HA- (j) 
Ij A* +2- j}. We first show there is a o--L(2,1)-labelling L of G such 
that L(vi), L(v2) O {k, A* + 1- k}. Suppose L is a a-L(2,1)-labelling of G in which 
at least one of vl and v2 receives either label k or 0* +1-k. We construct a labelling 
L' of N[vl, v2] by first setting L'(v) = L(v) if vE N[vl, v2] and L(v) ý HA- (k). 
Then if either of v1, v2 have not yet been labelled in L' we give them a label in 
Ho. (k + 2) so that no constraints are broken. Using Lemma 5.5.4 twice we label 
the unlabelled vertices of first N[vi] and then N[V2]with labels from HA- (k). 
By Corollary 5.5.12 L' may be extended to a a-L(2,1)-labelling L of G. 
We now show that for any labelling L, where L(vi), L(v2) V {k, A* -I-1- k}, our 
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algorithm will return LH restricted to N[vl, v2]. Again we prove this by induction. 
First suppose that L(vi) ý {k, A* +1-Q. Let L1 be the restriction to Gl of L 
and L2 be the restriction to G2 of L. By induction (L1)H restricted to N[v;, V2] and 
(L2)H restricted to N[vi, v; ] will be returned by the algorithm applied to Gl and G2 
respectively. By the definition of the algorithm (L1)H U (L2)H restricted to N[vi, v21 
will be returned by the algorithm and so we are done. 
Now suppose that L(vi) E {k, A* +1- k}. We construct a labelling L' of 
NG[vl, v2] as follows. First let L'(vi) = L(vi), L'(v2) = L(v2) and let L'(v; ) be a 
member of HA- (k + 2). If v0 {vl, v2i v; } and L(v) ý Ho. (k + 1) set L'(v) = L(v). 
Now we use Lemma 5.5.4 twice to label the remaining vertices of NG[vi] and 
NG [v2] with labels from Ho. (k + 1). There may be an additional constraint between 
a vertex ul E NG(vi) and U2 E NG(v2) if both are adjacent to v;. However it is not 
difficult to see that this does not create any additional problems. 
Corollary 5.5.12 may now be applied to extend L' to a labelling of L" of G. 
Let L1 be L" restricted to Gl and L2 be L" restricted to G2. Since L'(vi), L'(v2). 
L'(v; ) O {k + 1, i. +2- k}, by induction (L1)H restricted to NN1[v;, v2] will be 
returned by the algorithm applied to Gl and (L2)H restricted to NGZ [vi, v; ] will be 
returned by the algorithm applied to G2. Now by the definition of the algorithm 
(L1)H U (L2)H restricted to NG[vl, v2] be returned by the algorithm and this is LH 
restricted to NG [vi, v2]. This completes the proof that the algorithm works correctly. 
We will now prove that the algorithm is polynomial. This follows easily if we can 
show that the number of H-labellings that the algorithm returns (in each recursive 
step) is at most a polynomial. We first consider how many H-labellings of N[vi] are 
partial H-labellings of G. Any label in {O, 1,... ,k- 1} U 
{z *+2-k, 0* +3- 
k, ,,., 
0* + 1} may be assigned to one of the at most 0* +1 vertices in N[vi], or 
to no vertex at all. So for each label we have 0* +2 possibilities. The label h is 
assigned to all vertices which have not received any of the other 2k labels. So there 
exists at most (L *+ 2)2k H-labellings of N[vl]. If k< 12, then this is clearly a 
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polynomial, and if k> 12, then 
21n n k<3+ 
ln(0.10*) 
21nn InA* 
3+ 
1nA*-1n101nA* 
3+31nn 
in 0* 
as A* > 1000. Since k> 12 we must have Inn/ In 0* >3 and so k<1'. This n A* 
implies 
(Q* + 2)2k < (Q*2)81n(n)/ln(0') _ Q*Iö 
ö6 
= 
16 
ll1n 
Hence there are at most a polynomial number of H-labellings satisfying the L(2,1)- 
constraints for N[vl, v2], as this is at most the number of H-labellings satisfying 
the L(2,1)-constraints for N[vi] times the number of H-labellings satisfying the 
L(2,1)-constraints for N[v2]. This completes the proof. Q 
A series parallel network is a graph recursively defined as follows. A graph on 
two vertices s (source) and t (target), with one edge st is a series parallel network. 
Let Gi and G2 be two series parallel networks where silt, are the source/target of 
Gl and s2/t2 are the source/target of G2. Then the following graphs are also series 
parallel: 
Serial combination: The graph G. that emerges from identifying ti with s2. The 
source of G. is Si and the target of G. is t2. 
Parallel combination: The graph Gp that emerges from identifying sl with s2 
and tl with t2. The source of Gp is sl/s2 and the target is tl/t2. 
An alternative definition is that series parallel networks are exactly the graphs 
with treewidth two. It still remains an open problem as of whether there exists a 
polynomial time algorithm for deciding the minimum L(2,1)-span of a series parallel 
network. 
Chapter 6 
Domination Analysis for Greedy 
Heuristics for the Frequency 
Assignment Problem 
In this chapter we will introduce the domination number of an algorithm. This is a 
measure of the quality of a heuristic. The domination number was first studied in 
the context of the travelling salesman problem [19] and there is now a relatively large 
literature on this topic, see for example [26,28,44,46,49]. We have adapted ideas 
from the travelling salesman problem to obtain results on the domination number 
of greedy heuristics for both the fixed spectrum and minimum span version of the 
frequency assignment problem. 
6.1 Notation and definitions 
The domination number was introduced in an attempt to provide a measure of both 
the quality of a heuristic for a combinatorial optimisation problem and also the 
difficulty of a combinatorial optimisation problem. The domination number does 
not suffer from some of the inherent drawbacks associated with other established 
quality measures. We will explain this in more detail later. 
A combinatorial optimisation problem ir consists of a set of instances Z(ir). For 
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each instance I there exists a set of feasible solutions Sol(I) and a cost function 
c: Sol(I) -+ Q. The objective of the problem is to find s* E Sol(I) such that for all 
sE Sod(I) 
c(. s") < c(s). 
Such a problem is a minimisation problem and for each such problem one can 
also define the equivalent maximisation problem by reversing the inequality. 
An algorithm or heuristic for a problem it takes as input a description of the 
instance I and outputs a member of Sol(I). For an algorithm A, let A(I) denote 
the cost of the solution returned by A, when rui on instance I. Furthermore let 
OPT(1) denote the cost of the optimal solution of I. 
The complexity class APX is the class of combinatorial optimisation problems 
for which there exists a polynomial time algorithm A and a constant r such that for 
all IEz 
A(I) 
OPT(I) -r 
in the case of minimisation problems or 
OPT(I) 
< A(I) - 
in the case of maximisation problems. 
A drawback with this well-studied class is that the travelling salesman problem 
is not a member of APX but the related problem of finding the longest Hamiltonian 
Circuit in a weighted copy of K is a member of APX. However a "good" algorithm 
for the maximisation version of the problem can be transformed to a "good" algo- 
rithm for the minimisation problem by multiplying all the edge weights by minus 
one. Therefore it seems a little unnatural that one of the problems should be con- 
sidered easy to approximate well (it belongs to APX), while the other is not (it does 
not belong to APX). 
We now define the domination number of a heuristic. Given an instance I of a 
combinatorial optimisation problem ir and a heuristic A, the domination number of 
A on input I is dom(A, I) =I Is E Sol(I) : c(A(I)) < c(s)}I in the case where 7r is 
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a minimisation problem. As before the inequality is reversed if r is a maximisation 
problem. 
The domination number of a heuristic is a function of the size of the input so 
we need to introduce a measure of input size. Since we will focus only on graph 
problems we just use IVI as our measure of input size. We use I II to denote the size 
of an instance I, that is the number of vertices in the graph described by I. Notice 
that this definition is very different from that used normally in complexity theory 
where, for example, the size of edge weights must be taken into account. When we 
discuss the running time of an algorithm, in particular whether the algorithm runs 
in polynomial time, we still use the standard notion of the size of the input. 
Definition 6.1.1 The domination number of a heuristic A for a combinatorial op- 
timisation problem ir is 
dom(A, n) = min dom(A, I). IEI(ir): II=n 
Since 1501(1)1 may vary for different choices of I with the same size it is often 
useful to consider the domination ratio of a heuristic A on instance I, defined by 
domr(A, I) = 
dom(A, I) 
ISol(I)l 
Definition 6.1.2 The domination ratio of a heuristic is 
domr(A, n) = min domr(A, I). IEI(a)-III=n 
6.2 Known results 
The concept of domination number was first applied to the travelling salesman 
problem. In 1997 the question was asked in [19] whether there exists a polynomial 
time algorithm A for the travelling salesman problem with dom(A, n) > n! /p(n) for 
some polynomial p(n). It was conjectured then, that unless P= NP, there is no 
such algorithm [19] . However, Gutin and Yeo [26] proved only a year later that the 
domination number of the greedy expectation algorithm (GEA) for the travelling 
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salesman problem satisfies dom(GEA, n) > (n - 2)! for every n 6. Their result 
had previously independently been established in the 1970s in [49] and [50], several 
years before the introduction of the concept of domination number. Gutin, Yeo 
and Zverovich [28] showed in 2001, that if n>2 the domination number of the 
greedy algorithm for the travelling salesman problem is 1. Further results on the 
domination number of TSP heuristics have been obtained in [44] and [46]. 
Currently all algorithms proved to have domination number at least 11((n - 2)! ), 
use the following result. 
Lemma 6.2.1 [26,49,50] Let I be some instance of the asymmetric travelling 
salesman problem, with n vertices, where n#6. Let T(n, c) be the average cost of 
a tour in I. If H is a tour in I, such that c(H) < r(n, c), then the cost of H is less 
than or equal to the cost of at least (n - 2)! tours. 
Using the above lemma the following algorithms have all been shown to have 
domination number 1((n - 2)! ) for the asymmetric travelling salesman problem. 
" Greedy Expectation Algorithm (GEA). The GEA will always produce a tour 
with cost less than the average by always adding an arc to a partial tour, 
such that the average cost of a tour containing all the arcs we have picked 
so far never increases. We will discuss the GEA for the frequency assignment 
problem below. 
" Vertex insertion algorithms (VI algorithms). A VI algorithm starts off with 
any cycle of length 2. In each step it adds a new vertex to the existing cycle, 
by deleting one arc on the existing cycle, and adding two new arcs (adjacent 
to the new vertex to create a new cycle). The choice of arc to delete is made so 
as to minimise the cost of the new cycle. Note that the choice of vertex to add 
could be arbitrary. Various well-known VI algorithms have different rules for 
the choices of new vertex, for example, Farthest /Closest Insertion. Note that 
this is clearly a polynomial time algorithm as we only need a linear amount of 
time to insert each new vertex. In [45] Punnen and Kabadi proved that any 
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VI algorithm always produces a solution with cost less than the average cost 
of a tour in our instance. 
Other well-known algorithms for the asymmetric travelling salesman problem 
have been shown to have different domination numbers. See [23] (chapter 6) for 
more examples. Below we list a few examples with small domination number. 
" The Greedy Algorithm has domination number 1 (see [28]). The greedy algo- 
rithm works by repetitively picking the cheapest possible arc, such that the 
arcs that are picked can always be extended to a tour. 
" Nearest Neighbour algorithm has domination number 1 (see [28]). The nearest 
neighbour algorithm works by starting at some vertex and then picking the 
cheapest arc out of this vertex. We now have a path of length one. The 
algorithm now picks the cheapest arc out of the last vertex in the path we 
have built so far, which goes to a vertex which has not been visited yet. When 
the path has length n-1 we add the last arc between the end-points of the 
path in order to get a tour. 
" Repetitive Nearest Neighbour algorithm has domination number between 2 and 
n-1. The repetitive nearest neighbour algorithm works exactly like the nearest 
neighbour algorithm above, except that we try all n possible starting points 
for the nearest neighbour algorithm. We then pick the best tour produced by 
the n iterations of the nearest neighbour algorithm. 
In [24] Gutin and Yeo proved that there exists a polynomial algorithm for the 
asymmetric travelling salesman problem with domination number O((n -1)! ). How- 
ever this prove is based on an unpublished result by Häggkvist. Even if we do believe 
that the result by Häggkvist is true, it will still not give us a practical algorithm, as 
it would be much too slow (even though it is polynomial). Therefore it remains an 
open problem to find a practical algorithm with domination number 0((n - 1)! ). 
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Almost all results above can be extended to the symmetric TSP (STSP). Note 
that in the STSP there are only (n - 1)! /2 possible tours, whereas we had (n - 1)! 
tours in the asymmetric travelling salesman problem. Rublineckii [49] proved that 
Lemma 6.2.1 also holds for STSP, except that we get (n - 2)! /2, in the case when 
n is even. We should note that for the repetitive nearest neighbour algorithm we 
only have the upper bound 2"-3 [28] and not n-1 as was the case for asymmetric 
travelling salesman problem. 
Recently domination analysis has been adapted for some other combinatorial 
optimisation problems (see [2,6,7,25,27,35]). We will name a few of the results 
here. For more detail see the cited papers. 
" In [2] the authors show that there exists an algorithm for the partition problem 
whose domination ratio (which is the domination number divided by the total 
number of feasible solutions) tends to one as the size of the input goes to 
infinity. The partition problem is the problem of partitioning a set of numbers 
into two sets, such that the maximum of the sum of the elements in a set is 
minimised. 
" In [22] the authors show that a similar result holds for the multiprocessor 
scheduling problem. In the multiprocessor scheduling problem we are given a 
set of numbers and want to partition them into a given number of sets. The 
purpose is still to minimize the maximum sum of a set. 
" In [27], the terms DOM-easy and DOM-hard are defined. They partition 
combinatorial optimisation problems into two classes in the following way. A 
combinatorial optimisation problem is said to be DOM-hard if there does 
not exist a polynomial algorithm with domination number 12(jSol(I)t /nk), for 
some constant k, where n is the size of the input and I Sol(I)I is the number of 
feasible solutions given input I. If such an algorithm exists then the problem 
is said to be DOM-easy. Several problems have been analysed with respect 
to these classes. 
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In Section 6.3 we will give bounds on the domination number of some greedy 
heuristics for both the fixed spectrum and the minimum span frequency assignment 
problems. 
6.3 Domination analysis of greedy heuristics for 
the fixed spectrum FAP 
The results of this section are based on [35]. 
We study the fixed spectrum version of the frequency assignment problem. Re- 
call, that the given fixed span of frequencies almost always causes some interference. 
Throughout this section, we apply the model of interference introduced in Section 2.3 
as well as the definition of a constraint matrix problem used in chapter 3. 
Given an instance I of 
. 
a. fixed spectrum version of the frequency assignment 
problem, 
Sol(I)=ff : V-> {o,..., o-i}}. 
Hence Sol(I) consists of all possible frequency assignment with span a. Thus 
ISol(I)I = a". 
The cost of a solution is the sum of the weights of broken constraints or in 
the unweighted case, the number of broken constraints. The objective now is to 
minimise the cost over all possible solutions. Given an assignment f we denote its 
cost (that is the sum of weights of constraints broken) by c(f). 
The initial stage of many algorithms that assign frequencies to transmitters con- 
sists of a greedy algorithm, consequently it is useful to have a theoretical method of 
differentiating between the performance of various greedy methods. In this section 
we compare a standard greedy algorithm with the greedy expectation algorithm by 
calculating the domination number for each algorithm. First we give a definition for 
the standard greedy and the greedy expectation algorithm. 
Definition 6.3.1 For the standard greedy algorithm (SGA) we assume that we are 
given a fixed ordering (v1, ... , v) of the vertices. Initially all vertices are unas- 
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signed. At each stage of the algorithm we assign a frequency to one vertex. Once an 
assignment is made, it is not changed. We begin by assigning vi with frequency 0. 
Let w; j be the cost associated with breaking the constraint involving the frequencies 
assigned to vertices v; and vj. In the ith stage of the algorithm, a frequency is 
assigned to v; by finding the smallest possible frequency such that 
'-=' wijxi is 
minimised, where x;, =1 if constraint c; j between vertex vi and vertex v2 is broken, 
otherwise x; i = 0. Clearly in the case when all weights are equal to one, this corre- 
sponds to choosing a frequency minimising the number of violated constraints with 
previously assigned transmitters. 
Definition 6.3.2 The greedy expectation algorithm is the same as the standard 
greedy algorithm in that vertices are assigned one after another in the specified 
order (vi.... , v,, 
) and that assignments, once selected, remain fixed. The algorithm 
differs in the way in which the frequency is selected. 
In the ith stage v; is assigned with the smallest possible frequency such that 
i-1 n 
tvijxij + wi. lpiJ 
j=1 j=i+1 
is minimised, where p; i is the probability that the constraint between vertex v; 
and vertex v3 is broken if vertex v3 is assigned a frequency chosen uniformly at 
random from {0,1, ... , a, - 1}. Again in the case when all weights are equal to one, 
this corresponds to minimising the sum of the number of violated constraints with 
previously assigned transmitters and the expected number of constraints broken 
when the remaining transmitters are assigned uniformly at random. 
In the following subsections we will give bounds on the domination number for 
the frequency assignment problem of both the greedy expectation algorithm and the 
standard greedy algorithm. 
6.3.1 Domination number of the GEA for the FAP 
After having defined the greedy expectation algorithm for the FAP we now give a 
lower bound for its domination number: 
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Theorem 6.3.3 The domination number of the greedy expectation algorithm for 
the fixed spectrum version of the frequency assignment problem is at least a"- r"92 "i -1 
Before proving the theorem we first state and prove the following lemma relating 
the cost of the solution produced by the GEA to the expected cost of a solution 
generated uniformly at random. 
Lemma 6.3.4 Let f be an assignment generated uniformly at random using fre- 
quencies from 10,..., v -1} and let A be the event that f assigns frequencies x1, ..., xk_1 
to transmitters v1, ..., Vk_1 respectively. Then there exists a frequency jo such that 
E(c(f)IA, f(vk)= jo) <E(c(f)I A). (6.1) 
In other words, if we have already assigned frequencies to transmitters v1, v2, ... 9 
Vk_1, then we can also assign a frequency to Vk, such that the average cost of a 
solution, when randomly assigning all unassigned vertices a frequency, does not 
increase. 
Proof: Using the formula of total expectation [21] we obtain 
E (c(J)JA) _E 
(c(J)IA, J(t'k) = i) P 
(f(vk) 
= JJA) 
i 
Let jo be the frequency j minimising E 
(c(f)IA, f (vk) - j) then 
EE (c(J)IA, (vk)=j)P(f(vk)=jIA) ý: E(c(J)IA, f(vk)=jo). 
11 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.3: Let 1 be an assignment generated uniformly at ran- 
dom. At each step the greedy expectation algorithm finds a frequency jo satisfying 
(6.1). Hence using induction and Lemma 6.3.4 we can show that the algorithm 
produces a solution with cost at most E(c(f )). Thus the domination number of the 
GEA is at least the number of solutions with cost at least E(c(f )). We now compute 
the number of these solutions. 
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We regard an assignment as an n-tuple of elements from {0, ... ,a- 1}. Next we 
define the addition of two assignments by adding the components modulo o-. This 
gives the set of assignments the structure of the group Z Z. 
Now we consider a collection of bipartitions of the vertex set V into (X;, Y, ") for 
i=1, ... , 
Flogt nl, such that for every edge e there is some i such that e joins a 
vertex in X; to a vertex in Y, ". In addition we require that n= 1 Y, " 
0 0. Given vertex 
set V= {v1, ... , v}, one way to 
do this is as follows. Define X; by letting vk E X; 
if and only if the i-th least significant bit in the binary representation of k-1, is 
equal to 1. Let Y=V\ Xi. 
We consider the multiset H of all assignments f such that f (vk) = ((Fli: vkEXi ai) 
+ b) 
mod er as al, ... ,a flogt nj and 
b run through all possible combinations of values from 
10'..., o, - 1}. Thus CHI = P092 "1+1 We claim that the mean cost of an assign- 
ment in ft equals E(c(f )). To see this first observe that choosing an assignment 
uniformly at random from H is the same procedure as selecting an assignment f by 
setting f (vk) = (ý;: VkEX; A; + B) mod a where Ai, ... ,A flogt 1 and 
B are indepen- 
dent random variables taking the values 0, ..., 
Q-1 uniformly at random. 
We now consider the joint distribution of the channels assigned to the endpoints 
u, v of an edge. Suppose without loss of generality that uE X1, vE Y1. Then 
Pr ((f (u), f (v)) = (i, j)) 
=> Pr ((f (u), f(v)) = (i, j), A2 = a2, ... , A[Iag2 n1 =a [logs nl 
) 
a2,..., anog2 nj 
_> Pr ((f(u), f(v)) =(', A IA2 = a2,..., Aflog2n1 =a P-92 "l 
02 ,..., a P092 nl 
-Pr (A2 = a2, .... A iog2 n1 =a [1og2 nl 
) 
Given the values of A2i ..., A P2 1 there is one possible choice for Al and B, 
giving f (u) = i, f (v) = j. Hence the conditional probability in the sum is 1/a. 2 and 
consequently when we carry out the summation we also obtain 1/u2. 
Therefore the probability that the constraint corresponding to edge e is broken 
is the same as in an assignment where all the channels are chosen uniformly at 
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random. Thus by linearity of expectation the mean cost of an assignment in 
ft 
equals E(c(f )). 
Let H be obtained by removing duplicates from H. Now H is a subgroup of zo, 
because of the following. If u, vE It, then u+vE It, as we can sum the a; 's and 
b used to generate u with the ad's and b used to generate v, in order to get the a; 's 
and b used to generate u+v. 
Let Cl,..., Ck be the cosets of H. Since JHI < . (l°g2 n1+1, this implies that 
k> Q"- 
PO92 n1-1. 
Let g, be the assignment in Zn' such that C; = g; +H. Now let C; be the multiset 01 
g; + H. Given an edge e, if we choose an element g of C, uniformly at random, the 
probability that e is broken in g is the same as the probability that e is broken in 
f. Therefore the mean cost of an assignment in C; is E(c(f )), which implies that 
at least one assignment has cost greater than or equal to E(c(f )). Since there are 
at least Qn-0°g2 n1-1 cosets (which by definition are disjoint), at least a` P092 nl-i 
assignments have cost greater than or equal to E(c(f )). o 
6.3.2 Domination number of the SGA for the FAP 
In this section we give an upper bound on the domination number of the standard 
greedy algorithm for the frequency assignment problem. The basic idea is to con- 
struct a graph on which the standard greedy algorithm works very badly and then 
use Chernoff type bounds (see Theorem 6.3.5 below) to show that the probability 
that an assignment chosen uniformly at random, performs as badly as the assign- 
ment produced by the standard greedy algorithm, decreases exponentially with the 
size of the graph. 
We will use the following theorem, originally due to Hoeffding [31] 
Theorem 6.3.5 Let the random variables X1,. .., XN 
be independent, with ak < 
Xk < bk for each k, for suitable constants ak, bk. Let S= >k 1 Xk and 
let p= E[S]. 
Then for any t>0, 
N 
P(S-ii 
E (6k-ak)2. 
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Using this result we are able to show 
Theorem 6.3.6 The domination number of the standard greedy algorithm for the 
frequency assignment problem is at most Q"e- asöo . 
Before proving the main theorem we establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.3.7 Let a>3 be fixed and e be an edge in a constraint graph having 
constraint 
° if v is odd, 
c2 
if a is even. a 
Suppose the, endpoints of e are labelled by choosing labels independently and uni- 
formly at random from {O, 1, ... ,a- 1}. Then the probability that the constraint, 
corresponding to edge e, is broken is at most $. 
Proof: Case 1: a is odd, a>3. 
Out of all possible assignments the endpoints of e can receive, the number of 
assignments when the constraint is not broken is 
Q-i 
2ýi=I 
2 
)( 
2l 
c=i 
From this it follows that the probability that the constraint corresponding to edge 
e is broken is 
- 1-0,2 
4Q21 -1-4+4 2<7 
Case 2: o is even, C>3. 
Here, the number of assignments leading to an unbroken constraint on edge e is 
0-2 
(a-2) (2). 2ýZ= 
The probability that edge e is broken is 
a2-2o 117 1- 
4a2 =1-4-}-2ý<8. 
0 
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Figure 6.1: The graph G 
VO 
vl v2 VN 
VN+1 "'" VN+a VN+a+1* VN+2a VN+(N-1)c4l VN+aN 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.6: Let o be fixed and for each n consider the graph, 
G = (V, E), where V= {vo,... , vi_1 
}. Choose aEN so that 8<a<n-2, let 
"-1 and now let 
E= {'VOV1+k, V1+kVN+ka+1, ... 9 V1+kVN+(k+1)a :k=0, ... ,N- 
1}. 
The constraint on any edge incident with vo is 
V2 if o is odd, 
Cl = 
2 if cr is even. 
The constraint on all the other edges is 
ifaisodd, 
c2 = 
92 if o- is even. 
G is shown in Figure 6.1. Note that if n-1 is not a multiple of a+1 then 
N+ aN <n-1, and so the vertices vN+aN+i, VN+aN+i, """7 vn-1 will 
be isolated 
vertices. 
If we apply the standard greedy algorithm to G, labelling vertices in the order 
VO,. .., v then vo receives 
label 0, and v1, ... , VN receive label cl. This means that 
the other constraints cannot be satisfied and so aN constraints are broken. 
Now consider an assignment 1 where all the labels are chosen independently and 
uniformly at random from {0, ... , Or - 1}. For i=1,..., N and j=1,... ,a let 
Xj j=1 if the constraint corresponding to v; vN+(; _l)a+j 
is broken and 0 otherwise. 
For i=1, ... , 
N, let X; _ Ej" 1 X;, 1 and let Y, " =1 if the constraint correspond- 
ing to vov; is broken and 0 otherwise. Since, for r s, there are no edges between 
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vertices that are endpoints of edges that may contribute to X, and X8 it follows 
that {X1,.. ., 
XN} forms a collection of independent identically distributed random 
variables. Let S=E; v 1 
X; and T= ýN 1 Y, ". From 6.3.7 we get E(S) < $aN. 
The probability that f breaks at least as many constraints as the standard greedy 
algorithm is at most 
P(S+T>aN)<P(S>(a-1)N)=P(S-$aN>(a-1)N-$aN). 
Applying Theorem 6.3.5, providing a>8 and therefore (a - 1)N - $aN > 0, 
we get 
P(S-$aN>(a-1)N-7aN) < P 
\lS-E(S)>(a-1)N-7aNI 
-2a 
8-1 2N2 
eaN 
Hence the domination number of the standard greedy algorithm is at most 
Q"e'Z(ä -Q )'N Recall from the definition of N that Q"e'2( 
8' <1 = one-2ý 8-a LC"k J 
We claim that this is at most Q"e- 
ä -ä)Z «+, . 
To see this write n-1 = q(a+1)+r, 
where q, rcZsuch that 0<r<a. Note that since n>a+2 we have q>1. 
Now, 
q(a+1)+r q(a+1)+r+ 2ýa+1, 
a+1 
2L 
a+1-i a+1 
r+1 
= q-a+ 
> q-1 
>0. 
Hence, 
c )e_2(e a 
)2N Ga'äß )Z 0+1 . (6.2) 
Since the above is true for all a such that 8<a<n-2 we may choose a to 
minimise the right hand side of 6.2. 
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This is equivalent to finding the maximum of ($ -. )2 a+l . 
This occurs for some 
aE (24,25). 
Setting a= 24 shows that providing n> 26, the domination number of the 
standard greedy algorithm is at most Q" e-86-00, cl 
Corollary: For fixed a and large enough n the domination number of the SGA 
is strictly less than the domination number of the GEA. 
6.4 Domination analysis of greedy heuristics for 
the minimum span FAP 
6.4.1 Introduction and definition 
In Section 6.3 we studied the domination number of greedy heuristics for the fixed 
spectrum version of the frequency assignment problem. Now, looking at the mini- 
mum span version of the frequency assignment problem, we have to find a different 
approach to the problem. 
Whereas the fixed spectrum version of the frequency assignment problem min- 
imises the number of constraints that are broken between transmitters, the minimum 
span problem does not allow any constraints to be broken and therefore minimises 
the spectrum of frequencies needed in order to achieve this. 
We are given a constraint matrix problem with constraint matrix C= (c; 1) and 
underlying graph G. 
We first consider how to define Sol(I) for the minimum span frequency assign- 
ment problem. It is not possible to let Sol(I) contain all feasible frequency assign- 
ments since the number of these is unbounded. Clearly many of these are extremely 
poor solutions since they use frequencies that are larger than the sum of all the 
constraints. Our definition of Sol(I) is motivated by the observation from Chapter 
3.2 which we repeat here for convenience, [29]. 
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Theorem 6.4.1 (as stated earlier) (Based on the theorem of Gallai, Roy and 
Vitaver [54]) The minimum span of a constraint matrix problem with underlying 
graph G is the minimum over all acyclic orientations, w, of the length of the longest 
directed path in (G, w). 
Therefore we can define Sol(I) to be the set of all orderings w of the vertices 
of an instance I or equivalently an acyclic orientation of the edges of the complete 
graph on the vertices of I. This definition of Sol(I) ensures that I Sol (I) I is the 
same for all instances with the same number of vertices. The cost of a solution 
is the length of the longest path in (G, w) or equivalently the minimum span of a 
feasible frequency assignment respecting w (in the sense of Theorem 3.2.1). 
We will now introduce an intuitively reasonable greedy algorithm that returns 
an orientation w of the given initial graph G. Unfortunately this algorithm will 
turn out to have quite a small domination number for the minimum span frequency 
assignment problem. 
6.4.2 The algorithm 
In this section we present a heuristic that uses Theorem 3.2.1 in a very straightfor- 
ward manner and has domination number at most 2(n - 1). 
The algorithm we are about to describe returns an orientation w of the edges of 
K,. We are basically only asking two things from the algorithm: 
" it may not create any cycles; 
" at each step the algorithm has to minimise the cost of the longest path. 
The algorithm takes as input a constraint matrix problem with constraint matrix 
C= (c; j). Let G denote the underlying graph of C. Our algorithm computes an 
acyclic orientation on a complete graph with vertices {vl, ... , v} 
by first orienting 
all the edges that are present in G and then those that are not in G. The first part of 
the algorithm consists of n-1 stages. In the ith stage edges joining v; +1 to vertices 
in {vl,... vi} are oriented one at a time in such a way that no cycles are created 
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and so that whenever there is a choice of which orientation to give to an arc, the 
one minimising the length of the longest path in the digraph constructed so far is 
chosen. 
A precise description of the first part of the algorithm is stated in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 Output: Acyclic orientation 
Input C= (c;, ). 
Let G be the underlying graph of C. 
Let Q be the empty digraph on vertices {vi,... , v}. 
forj=2 ton do 
for i=1 to j-1 do 
if {v;, v, } is an edge of G then 
if Q contains a directed path from v; to v3 then 
add the arc (v;, vi) to Q. 
else if Q contains a directed path from vj to v, then 
add the arc (v;, v; ) to Q. 
else if LP(Q U (vi, v3)) < LP(Q U (vj, v; )) then 
add the arc (v,, v; ) to Q. 
else 
add the arc (v v; ) to Q. 
end if 
end if 
end for 
end for 
After that the algorithm puts in directed edges of weight zero still without cre- 
ating cycles in order to make the graph complete. We need this property to comply 
with our definition of the domination number. 
The next two results show that the solution produced by the algorithm is not 
made worse by requiring it to compute a total ordering of the vertices rather than 
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just an acyclic orientation of the edges of G. 
Proposition 6.4.1 Suppose D is a weighted acyclic digraph and v;, vj E V(D) such 
that neither (vi, v, ) nor (v1, v; ) is an arc of D. Then it is possible to add one of the 
arcs of zero length joining either v; to v, or v3 to v; without increasing the length of 
the longest path in D. 
The following corollary follows by applying Proposition 6.4.1 several times. 
Corollary 6.4.2 Given a weighted acyclic digraph D, it is possible to add arcs of 
length zero to form a complete acyclic digraph D' in such a way that the longest 
path in D' is no longer than the longest path in D. 
To prove the proposition it suffices to show that if v1, v2 are vertices that are not 
joined by an edge then it is possible to insert an arc of weight zero between them, 
without increasing the length of a longest path. 
Proof of Proposition 6.4.1: Consider two vertices vl and v2. Let a be the 
length of the longest path ending in v1,0 be the length of the longest path starting 
at vl. Similarly, let ry be the length of the longest path ending in v2 and S be the 
length of the longest path starting at v2. 
Case 1: There is a path in D from vl to v2 going through at least one other 
vertex. Inserting the arc (v1, v2) with zero length will not change the length of the 
longest path as it will not appear in the longest path. The same applies if there is 
a path from v2 to vl. 
Case 2: There is neither a path from vl to v2 nor a path from v2 to vl in D. 
If adding the arc (vi, v2) with zero length would increase the length of the longest 
path in D, we must have 
a-f-S>max{a+ß, y+S}. 
Similarly, if adding the arc (v2, vl) with zero length would increase the length of 
the longest path in Dove must have 
ry-I-Q > max{a+, Q, -y+b}. 
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Therefore 
a+ß+y+6> 2max{a+ß, y+b} > a+ß+y+J. 
This is a contradiction. Q 
Now we are given a complete digraph D', which was built by orienting and adding 
(with weight zero) all possible edges to G,,. Note that D' yields a hamiltonian path 
since it is complete and acyclic. 
6.4.3 Domination number 
Theorem 6.4.3 The domination number of the greedy algorithm for the minimum 
span frequency assignment problem on graphs with n vertices is at most 2(n - 1). 
Proof: Consider the constraint matrix problem with 
G+i, i = G, i+i = 2'-1 for i=1,... ,n-1, 
Ci+z, i = Ci, i+2 = 2'-1 for i= 1,... , n-2, 
ci; =0 ifli-jI>3. 
We claim that if i<j and c1 >0 then the greedy algorithm will add the arc 
(vi, v, ). To prove this we use induction on i. First note that the greedy algorithm 
begins by adding the arc (vl, v2). Next consider the edge {vi, v3}. If this edge is 
oriented from v3 to vi then there is a path v3, v1, v2 of length 2° + 20 = 2, 
but if we 
orient the edge from vl to v3 the length of the longest path is only 2° =1. 
So we 
add the arc (vi, v3). 
Suppose then that the arcs 
(Vl,, V2)ß (Vl-) V3)? (V2i V3) i ... I 
(Vi-1, vib (Vi-i, Vi+i) 
are added by the greedy algorithm. 
The algorithm next considers the edge corresponding to the constraint c;,; +,. If 
the arc (v;, v; +, ) is added, then the longest path is vlv2 ... v; _lv; v; +l with 
length 
20 +21 +... +21-s +2$-ß - 2' - 1. 
On the other hand if the arc (v; +,, v, ) is added, then the longest path is v1v2 ... v; _1 
vi+Iv; with length 2° + 21 + ... + 2'-2 + 2`-1 = 2' - 1. 
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Since the length of the longest path is equal, regardless of how we orient the edge 
{v;, v; +, }, the algorithm will add the arc (vi, v; +, ). 
The next edge we consider is the edge IN, v; +2}. Suppose the arc (vi, v; +2) is 
added. We will then get the path v1 v2 ... v; _1 v; v; +2 with 
length 2° + 2' +... + 2 '-2 + 
2'-' -2`-1. 
Suppose now that the arc (v; +2, v; ) is added. We will then get the path v; +2v; v; +1 
with length 2" + 2'-1 = 2`. 
Therefore the edge will be oriented from v; to v; +2 and hence the claim is true 
by induction. 
The algorithm constructs an acyclic orientation in which the longest path is 
vlv2 ... v which 
has length 2 "'1 - 1. Denote this path by Q. 
To calculate the domination number of the algorithm on this instance we must 
find the number of acyclic orientations that include a path P with length at least 
2n-I -1. 
To do this we first consider which (undirected) edges must be present in such a 
path. We claim that 
1. P must contain the edge {v_1, v} and 
2. for i=1,... ,n-2P must contain exactly one of the edges 
{v;, v; +, } and 
{vi, Vi}2}. 
To see that P must contain the edge {vs-1, v}, note that the total length of all 
the other edges is 2(2"'2 -1) =2 "-1 -2 which is strictly less than the length of Q. 
In order to prove the second part of the claim we proceed by induction. Suppose 
that P contains {v _i, v} and 
for i=k,... 
,n-2, P contains exactly one of the 
edges {v;, v; +, } and {v;, vi}2}. 
If P contains both {Vk_1i Vk} and {Vk_1, vk+l} then at this point we have shown 
that P definitely contains n-k+2 edges, but the endpoints of these edges are 
members of {vk_I, ... , v} so the edges must include a cycle. 
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On the other hand if P contains neither {Vk-1iVk} nor {'Vk-1, vk+1} then the total 
length of all the edges definitely in P together with all the edges with at least one 
endpoint in {v1, ... ' Vk_2} is 2"-2 + ... +2 
k-I +2(2 k-3 +".. + 1) =2 n-1 - 2. This 
again is strictly less than the length of Q. Hence, the claim follows by induction. 
We have shown that if we have a path P with c(P) > c(Q), P has to include the 
edge 
{Vn-], Vn} as well as exactly one of the edges {v;, v; +, } or IN, v; +2}. 
This leaves us to show that there exist 2(n - 1) paths with the properties of P. 
Such a path P satisfying properties (1) and (2) must include n-1 edges. Hence 
P completely determines an ordering of the vertices of G. 
Therefore the domination number of the algorithm is equal to the number of 
directed paths P in G satisfying (1) and (2). 
Let A= {i : v; v; +l EP or v; +1 v; E P, i<n- 1}. If A is non-empty, let k= 
max{i: i EA}, if A is empty, let k=n-1. 
Then 1<k<n-1. We claim that for each value of k there are two paths 
satisfying (1) and (2). 
If k= n-1 then if n is even the only two paths are vlv3v5 ... 
V 
_1 
Vnvn-2Vn-4 
""" V4V2 
and the reverse of this path. If n is odd then we get the path vlv3v5 ... 
VnVn_1Vn_3 
vn_5 ... v4v2 and the reverse of 
this path. 
So now consider the case when k<n-1. Assume that (vk, vk}1) E P. Then by 
the definition of k, 
(Vk+1, Vk+3), (Vk}2)vk}4), ... i 
(Vn_2, Vn), (Vn_l, v 
)EP. We will 
now show by induction that {v;, v; +l }EPfor all i=1,2, ... , 
k. This is clearly true 
for i=k, by the above, so now assume that it is true for all i=j, j+1, ... , k, where 
1<j<k. If (v,, _i, v1) 
g P, then by (2) (v, _1., v3+1) E 
P. However then v3+l would 
be the endpoint of three edges of P, a contradiction. This completes the induction 
proof, which implies that P= v1v2v3 ... VkVk+1Vk+3Vk+5 ."" Vn-1VnVn-2Vn-4 """ Vk+4Vk+2 
when k+n is even and P= V1V2V3... VkVk+1Vk+3Vk+5 ."" VnVn-1Vn-3 .". Vk+4Vk+2 when 
k+n is odd. If we had assumed that (vk+1, vk) EP above then we would have got 
the reverse of the paths we have just found. 
So for all values of k there are exactly two paths which satisfy (1) and (2). This 
completes the proof. Q 
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Next it would be interesting to know a good algorithm to give a lower bound 
on the domination number for the minimum span frequency assignment problem. 
However we did not have enough time to consider this within this thesis and state 
it instead as an open problem. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
We close by summarising the main results of this thesis and more importantly, 
outlining some open questions. 
In Chapter 3 we discussed the constraint matrix problem and described a dy- 
namic programming approach that enabled us to solve the constraint matrix problem 
for a variety of classes of underlying graphs. It seems very likely that this approach 
may be used for other classes of graph such as chains of cycles of arbitrary size and 
perhaps graphs of pathwidth two. However the status of the following seems very 
unclear. 
Open Problem 1 What is the complexity of the constraint matrix problem when 
restricted to the case where the underlying graph has treewidth at most two? 
In Chapter 4 we introduced the one-close neighbour problem, where we wish to 
find a frequency assignment f such that for each vertex v;, 
If(vi) - f(vA, _> p 
for all v,, E N(v; ), and 
If(vi)-f(v, )1,? p+4 
for all but one v, E N(v; ). We found optimal solutions for a number of classes of 
graphs. It is easy to see that the one-close-neighbour problem is NP-hard in the 
case when p=1 and q=0, as this would correspond to vertex colouring. However 
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we do not know anything about the complexity in less obvious situations such as 
the following. 
Open Problem 2 What is the complexity of the one-close-neighbour problem in 
the case that p=q=1? 
As we mentioned in Chapter 5, the L(2,1)-labelling problem has been very well- 
studied. The next problem is well-known and particularly frustrating. 
Open Problem 3 Is there a polynomial time algorithm to compute the L(2,1)- 
span of a series-parallel network? 
This question formed the motivation for the most important results of the thesis, 
namely determining bounds on the L(2,1)-span for outerplanar graphs and finding 
a polynomial time algorithm to compute the L(2,1)-span for outerplanar graphs. 
At this stage it is unclear whether the methods used here can be modified to deal 
with series-parallel networks. One other problem, which we have not considered and 
is well-known but seems worth mentioning is the following. 
Open Problem 4 What is the complexity of computing the L(p, q) span for trees? 
Our final chapter discusses the domination number of an algorithm and gives 
bounds on the domination number of two greedy heuristics for the fixed spectrum 
problem. The situation with the minimum span problem seems less clear. 
Open Problem 5 Find a heuristic for the minimum span frequency assignment 
problem that has a large domination number. 
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Appendix A 
Notation 
Notation Meaning 
C a graph 
(V, E) vertex set V and edge set E of G 
n number of vertices in the graph, IVI 
{v;, v, } vertices v; and v3 are adjacent, edge between v; and v, 
(v;, v2) an arc (oriented edge) from vertex v; to vertex v1 
N(v) neighbourhood of v 
N[v] N(v) U v, closed neighbourhood of v 
d(v) vertex degree 
b(G) minimum vertex degree in G 
0(G) maximum vertex degree in G 
X(G) chromatic number 
o(G) span 
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Notation Meaning 
v,: (G) span, using cyclic channel metric 
v; ith vertex in an ordered graph 
C constraint matrix 
c; j constraint matrix element 
Cmax maximum constraint in G 
f; frequency assigned to transmitter i 
d; j distance between transmitters i and j 
f assignment 
c(f) cost of an assignment 
w; j weight put on constraint c;,, 
dw(v; ) > c; j, weighted degree of vertex v; 
vj: {v;, vj }EE 
w acyclic orientation in G 
